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1. Introduction

There are a few assumptions in economics that have earned gold standard status. The

single-crossing property, also known as the Spence-Mirrlees condition, which is routinely

assumed in signaling (Spence, 1973) and screening (Mirrlees, 1971) models, is one of

them. In the context of the classic education signaling model of Spence (1973), the single-

crossing property states that an indifference curve of a higher type (in the space of edu-

cation level and wages) crosses that of a lower type once and only once. This assumption

captures the idea that the marginal cost of education is cheaper for more able workers—as

a result they find it profitable to signal their ability through investing in education while

less able workers do not choose to mimic—thus making it possible to separate the two

types by observing their education choices. Many insights we learn from various analy-

ses of signaling behavior, such as corporate financing decisions (Leland and Pyle, 1977),

advertising (Milgrom and Roberts, 1986), or even biological signals (Grafen, 1990), are

rooted in this property.

While the single-crossing property has been widely accepted and used, economists do

not always think of it as an accurate reflection of reality; it is rather a convenient as-

sumption for analytical clarity and tractability. Although this property can be a good local

approximation for some range of signaling levels, Mailath (1987, p. 1355) notes that “in

many applications, it is difficult, if not impossible, to verify that the single crossing con-

dition is satisfied for all [signaling and reputation levels].” Moreover, as Hörner (2008)

remarks in an encyclopedic article on signaling and screening, “Little is known about equi-

libria when single-crossing fails, as may occur in applications.” There is no guarantee that

the insights gained from the class of models characterized by the single-crossing property

can be extended straightforwardly to a model with wider scope.

The possibility that the single-crossing property may fail to hold in some environments

has been acknowledged in the literature, and there are sporadic and independent attempts

to look into this situation in the analysis of signaling (Feltovich et al., 2002; Araujo et al.,

2007; Daley and Green, 2014; Bobtcheff and Levy, 2017; Frankel and Kartik, 2019; Chen

et al., 2020a; Degan and Li, 2021).1 Much of this literature considers either a small number

1 There are also some attempts to relax the single-crossing property in screening models. See Smart

(2000), Araujo and Moreira (2010) and Schottmüller (2015). Matthews and Moore (1987) introduce

double-crossing utility curves in a multi-dimensional screening problem, but their focus and formulation

are different from ours, which relies on double-crossing indifference curves.
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of discrete types or some specific payoff functions (or both). In this paper, we provide an

analysis of a standard signaling model with a continuum of types, except that the usual

single-crossing property is replaced by a double-crossing property—indifference curves of

two types cross twice in the relevant space. The paper intends to make four contributions.

First, we provide a general framework and identify the key preference features, cap-

tured by Assumptions 2 and 3 in Section 2, that lead to the double-crossing property. To

the best of our knowledge, this is the first general analysis of signaling which does not im-

pose the single-crossing property. When single crossing does not hold, an obvious concern

is that local incentive compatibility does not guarantee global incentive compatibility. It is

often thought that this fact makes any analysis under such environment complicated and

intractable, especially when there are many types. Our analysis provides a systematic way

of understanding double-crossing preferences and yields new insight into the relationship

between local incentive compatibility and global incentive compatibility.

Second, we show via examples that there are many situations of economic interest that

exhibit the double-crossing property, suggesting that the set of assumptions we identify is

not only technically convenient but also economically relevant and meaningful. One fac-

tor which potentially breaks the single-crossing property is that gains from signaling are

typically not unbounded; beyond some level the gains diminish as an agent invests more

in signaling. Moreover, higher, more productive, types may reach this point of diminish-

ing returns at lower signaling levels than do lower types. Thus, the benefit-cost ratio of

signaling is greater initially for higher types than for lower types, but the comparison is

reversed past some signaling level, resulting in the double-crossing property. We provide

several examples to capture this principle and show that the single-crossing property is not

as robust as generally believed, as it can be easily turned into the double-crossing property

with minor modifications of the underlying environment.

Third, we provide a characterization of equilibria in Section 4. Despite the potential

complication which arises from the lack of single crossing, equilibrium exhibits a remark-

ably simple structure. We introduce Low types Separate High types Pairwise-Pool (LSHPP)

equilibrium, and Theorem 1 establishes that any D1 equilibrium under the double-crossing

property is LSHPP. In such an equilibrium, there is a threshold type above which two dis-

tinct types (or two distinct intervals of types) pair up to choose the same signaling action.

The equilibrium signaling action is quasi-concave in type above the threshold. Below the

threshold, types choose fully revealing actions. Our notion of LSHPP is a generalized

version of Low types Separate High types Pool (LSHP) equilibrium introduced by Kartik
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(2009). An important difference from Kartik’s (2009) model (and also from Bernheim

(1994)) is that there is no exogenous bound on the signaling space. Instead, “pairwise-

pooling” is the result of endogenous constraints induced by the double-crossing property.

Finally, in Section 5, we provide an algorithm to find an LSHPP equilibrium which

works for any continuous type distribution. Theorem 2 establishes equilibrium existence

via this construction. Pairwise-pooling is related to a phenomenon known as “counter-

signaling,” where low and high types pool by refraining from costly signaling while in-

termediate types separate from those types by signaling (Feltovich et al., 2002; Araujo et

al., 2007; Chung and Eső, 2013). However, establishing a counter-signaling equilibrium is

not straightforward, and our understanding of counter-signaling has been limited to spe-

cific contexts. Our equilibrium construction generalizes the notion of counter-signaling to

that of pairwise-pooling, clarifies the forms that it can take, and enables us to establish

its existence under general conditions. We later discuss in detail how our framework ex-

tends the existing literature and sheds new light on this seemingly perverse yet pervasive

phenomenon.

2. Model

We consider a standard signaling model, except that the usual single-crossing property

is replaced by a double-crossing property, which we will define more precisely below. An

agent, characterized by his type θ ∈ [θ ,θ], chooses a publicly observable action (signaling

level) a ∈ R+. The type of an agent is his private information, and is distributed according

to a continuous function F(·) with full support. The payoff to an agent is u(a, t,θ ), where

t is the market’s perception of his type, or his “reputation,” i.e., t = E[θ | a]. We assume

that signaling is costly and that the agent benefits from a higher reputation.2

Assumption 1. u : R+ × [θ ,θ]2→ R is twice continuously differentiable, strictly increasing
in t and strictly decreasing in a.

In the subsequent analysis, we make heavy use of the marginal rate of substitution

2 The assumption that ua(·)< 0 is just made for the sake of expository clarity. All of our results hold even

if signaling is not always costly; see the earlier working paper version (Chen et al., 2020b) for the general

case. We maintain the assumption that ut(·)> 0 throughout. Liu and Pei (2020) consider a signaling model

in which the sender’s payoff from reputation is type-dependent and may not be monotone. We leave that

extension for future research.
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between signaling action a and reputation t, defined as

m(a, t,θ ) := −
ua(a, t,θ )
ut(a, t,θ )

.

It measures the increase in reputation that is needed to compensate an increase in signaling

level. Signaling is relatively cheap when the marginal rate of substitution is low. If we let

t = φ(a, u,θ ) represent the indifference curve of type θ at utility level u in the (a, t)-
space, then the marginal rate of substitution gives its slope—specifically, φa(a, u,θ ) =
m(a,φ(a, u,θ ),θ ).

Preferences satisfy the single-crossing property if whenever a lower type θ ′′ is indif-

ferent between a higher signaling action a2 to a lower signaling action a1, a higher type

θ ′ strictly prefers the higher action a2. This is equivalent to requiring that m(a, t,θ ′) <
m(a, t,θ ′′) for any θ ′ > θ ′′ and any (a, t). It implies that an indifference curve of a higher

type crosses that of a lower type once and from above. We often refer to this case as the

“standard setup.”

We relax the standard setup to allow for “double-crossing preferences.” Our focus is

to study situations in which the single-crossing property holds when the signaling level is

low, but fails when it is high.

Definition 1 (Double-crossing property). For any θ ′ > θ ′′, there exists a continuous function
D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) : [θ ,θ]→ R+ such that

(a) if a < a0 ≤ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′), then

u(a, t,θ ′′)≤ u(a0, t0,θ ′′) =⇒ u(a, t,θ ′)< u(a0, t0,θ ′);

(b) if a > a0 ≥ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′), then

u(a, t,θ ′′)≤ u(a0, t0,θ ′′) =⇒ u(a, t,θ ′)< u(a0, t0,θ ′).

The locus of points {(a, t) : a = D(t;θ ′,θ ′′)} is a “dividing line” that partitions the

(a, t)-space into two regions. For signaling actions to the left of the dividing line, the

standard single-crossing property holds for types θ ′ and θ ′′. To the right of the dividing

line, the reverse single-crossing property holds: whenever the lower type θ ′′ is indifferent

between a higher action a2 and a lower action a1, the higher type θ ′ strictly prefers the

lower action. The double-crossing property does not impose any specific restrictions on

the rankings between actions on opposite sides of the dividing line. It also does not require

D(t;θ ′,θ ′′) to be monotone in t.
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Assumption 2. u(·) satisfies the double-crossing property.

For θ ′ > θ ′′ and any (a, t), m(a, t,θ ′)−m(a, t,θ ′′) is negative in the standard setup.

Assumption 2, on the other hand, implies that this difference is single-crossing from below

in a, with crossing point at a = D(t;θ ′,θ ′′). But the latter condition alone does not imply

Assumption 2. Since we impose no restriction on the shape of D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) other than that it

is a continuous function of t, we could have a situation where the dividing line crosses an

indifference curve more than once, in which case the double-crossing property no longer

holds: if D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) crosses φ(·, u,θ ′) twice, for instance, the indifference curves of types

θ ′ and θ ′′ must be tangent at the two crossing points on the dividing line, implying that

the indifference curves of these two types are triple-crossing.3 To avoid this situation, an

indifference curve can cross a dividing line only once in the (a, t)-space. More specifically,

if φ(·, u′,θ ′) is the indifference curve of type θ ′ that passes through (a′, t ′), then a′ ≤
D(t ′;θ ′,θ ′′) implies a < D(φ(a, u′,θ ′);θ ′,θ ′′) for a < a′.4

Formally, suppose type θ ′′ attains utility level u0 at (a0, t0). We require that the dif-

ference in marginal rate of substitution between two types is single-crossing from below

along an indifference curve of one type (say, the lower type): for θ ′ > θ ′′,

m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)−m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′)

(

≤ 0 if a ≤ a0 ≤ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′),

≥ 0 if a ≥ a0 ≥ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′);
(1)

with strict inequality except when a = a0 = D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′). It is clear that Assumption 2 is

satisfied if and only if there exists D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) such that (1) holds; so (1) can be adopted

as an alternative definition of the double-crossing property.5

In Figure 1, we show indifference curves of types θ ′ and θ ′′ in the (a, t)-space. To

the left of the dividing line D(·;θ ′,θ ′′), an indifference curve of the higher type θ ′ must

cross φ(·, u0,θ ′′) from above. To the right, it must cross φ(·, u0,θ ′′) from below. At the

boundary, the indifference curves of the two types are tangent to each other, with the

higher type having indifference curves that are “more convex.”

3 If utility is additively or multiplicatively separable in reputation t, the single-crossing difference in a is

sufficient to ensure the double-crossing property.
4 By part (a) of Definition 1, since type θ ′ is indifferent between a′ and a, the lower type θ ′′ strictly

prefers the lower action a. But if φ(a, u′,θ ′) is on the other side of the dividing line, part (b) of Definition

1 implies that the lower type θ ′′ strictly prefers the higher action a′, which would yield a contradiction.
5 For completeness, we provide a proof of this claim in Online Appendix D.
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Figure 1. Double-crossing property. The indifference curve of a higher type θ ′ crosses that of a lower

type θ ′′ twice. Along the dividing line, higher types have more convex indifference curves.

Assumptions 1 and 2 are sufficient for an analysis of signaling under double-crossing

preferences when there are only two types. To allow for a general analysis with multiple

types, we need to make assumptions about how the dividing line D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) shifts with

respect to θ ′ and θ ′′.6

Assumption 3. For any t, D(t;θ ′,θ ′′) is continuous and strictly decreases in θ ′ and in θ ′′.

The dividing line D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) is defined for θ ′ > θ ′′. We will extend the domain of D
to allow for θ ′ ≥ θ ′′ by defining, for any t,

D(t;θ ,θ ) := lim
θ ′′→θ−

D(t;θ ,θ ′′) = lim
θ ′→θ+

D(t;θ ′,θ ).

Because D(t;θ ′,θ ′′) is monotone in θ ′ and θ ′′ and is bounded, the limit is well defined.

Definition 2. (a, t) is in the SC-domain of type θ if it belongs to the set SC(θ ) := {(a, t) :

a < D(t;θ ,θ )}; and it is in the RSC-domain of type θ if it belongs to RSC(θ ) := {(a, t) :

a > D(t;θ ,θ )}.

Assumption 3 implies that the SC-domain shrinks with type (i.e., SC(θ ′) ⊂ SC(θ ′′)
for θ ′ > θ ′′) and the RSC-domain expands with type. If (a, t) is in the SC-domain of

type θ , then for any two types lower than θ , the higher type has a lower marginal rate

of substitution at this point than the lower type. This follows because a < D(t;θ ,θ ) <

6 With three types, for example, there would be three dividing lines (one for each pair of types) and six

possible rankings of these dividing lines for each value of t. Any analysis will become unmanageable without

further restrictions as the number of types increases.
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D(t;θ ′,θ ′′) for any θ ≥ θ ′ > θ ′′. If (a, t) is in the RSC-domain of type θ , then for any

two types higher than θ , the higher type has a marginal rate of substitution than the lower

type. If (a, t) is on the boundary of the SC-domain and RSC-domain of type θ , then type

θ has a lower marginal rate of substitution than any other type. In other words,

a = D(t;θ ,θ ) =⇒ θ = argmin
θ ′

m(a, t,θ ′). (2)

Assumption 3 is not easy to interpret in terms of preferences. The following result is

useful for relating it to the marginal rate of substitution.

Lemma 1. Suppose preferences satisfy the double-crossing property. Then Assumption 3 holds
if and only if m(a, t,θ ) is strictly quasi-convex in θ .

Proof. For any given (a, t), pick an arbitrary pair of types θ ′ and θ ′′ such that a = D(t;θ ′,θ ′′);
if no such pair exists, m(a, t, ·) is strictly monotone and hence strictly quasi-convex. By

definition, this means m(a, t,θ ′) = m(a, t,θ ′′). Suppose D(t;θ ′, ·) is decreasing. For

θ1 < θ
′′, a < D(t;θ ′,θ1) implies m(a, t,θ ′′) = m(a, t,θ ′) < m(a, t,θ1). For θ2 ∈ (θ ′′,θ ′),

a > D(t;θ ′,θ2) implies m(a, t,θ2) < m(a, t,θ ′). If D(t; ·,θ ′′) is decreasing, then for

θ3 > θ
′, a > D(t;θ3,θ ′′) implies m(a, t,θ ′) = m(a, t,θ ′′) < m(a, t,θ3). Since this holds

for any arbitrary pair (θ ′,θ ′′), Assumption 3 implies that m(a, t, ·) is strictly quasi-convex.

Conversely, suppose m(a, t,θ ) is quasi-convex. Take any (a, t) such that a = D(t;θ ′,θ ′′).
For θ1 < θ

′′, m(a, t,θ1)> m(a, t,θ ′) implies a < D(t;θ ′,θ1). For θ2 ∈ (θ ′′,θ ′), m(a, t,θ2)<
m(a, t,θ ′) implies a > D(t;θ ′,θ2). This shows that D(t;θ ′, ·) is decreasing. A similar ar-

gument establishes that D(t; ·,θ ′′) is decreasing.

Given this result, an alternative way to state Definition 2 is that (a, t) belongs to the

SC-domain of type θ if m(a, t, ·) is locally decreasing at θ , and it belongs to the RSC-

domain of type θ if m(a, t, ·) is locally increasing at θ . In the standard setup, the marginal

rate of substitution strictly decreases in type, reflecting the assumption that higher types

have lower signaling costs. The double-crossing property with Assumption 3 is relevant

for situations in which the marginal costs of signaling are lowest for intermediate types.

3. An Example: Signaling with News

While our specification is a natural way to define double-crossing preferences, the assump-

tions we adopt do impose economically meaningful restrictions on preferences, which may
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or may not be reasonable depending on the context of application. Specifically, Assump-

tion 2 implies that indifference curves of higher types are more convex than those of lower

types. In the standard setup, the relevant issue is which type has steeper indifference

curves. Under double-crossing preferences, the issue is of higher order: we need to deter-

mine how the rate of change of marginal rates of substitution is related to agent type, for

which there appears to be no a priori obvious specification.

To better motivate the modeling choices we make and to demonstrate the relevance

of our analysis, we first discuss a leading example of our model; more examples will be

provided in Section 6.3. The example builds on an insight that has been scrutinized in

the literature: the single-crossing property may fail in signaling models with additional

information sources such as news or “grades” (Feltovich et al., 2002; Daley and Green,

2014). For illustration, we use a very simple formulation of additional information; the

literature has developed more complicated models.

Consider an environment where there are two sources of information: a signaling ac-

tion and a test outcome. The test outcome is binary, either pass or fail, and the agent

passes the test with probability β0 + βθ (where β > 0). If the agent passes the test, he

will be promoted and earn λV . If he fails, he will be fired and his outside payoff depends

on his reputation. Let the outside payoff be λt < λV . The agent’s utility is

u(a, t,θ ) = (β0 + βθ )λV + [1− (β0 + βθ )]λt −
�

γa
θ
+

a2

2

�

,

where the last term in parentheses represents the cost of signaling, and γ > 0 is a cost

parameter. The marginal rate of substitution is

m(a, t,θ ) =
γ+ aθ

λθ[1− (β0 + βθ )]
.

For θ ′ > θ ′′, m(a, t,θ ′)−m(a, t,θ ′′) is single-crossing from below in a. Since m(a, t,θ ) is

independent of t, this suffices for Assumption 2 to hold. Assumption 3 also holds because

m(a, t,θ ) is quasi-convex in θ .

In this class of models, the single-crossing property breaks down because higher types

have less incentive to engage in costly signaling, knowing that their type will be partially

revealed by exogenous news anyway. Because of this, the marginal gain from signaling is

not necessarily higher for higher types. As Feltovich et al. (2002) illustrate, this type of

model often leads to a phenomenon known as “counter-signaling,” in which higher types

refrain from costly signaling. We will later show that the possibility of counter-signaling

is a common feature of equilibrium under double-crossing preferences.
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4. Characterization

This section provides a characterization of signaling equilibria that survive the D1 criterion.

Let S : [θ ,θ] → R+ denote the sender’s strategy, and let µ : R+ → ∆[θ ,θ] be the belief

about agent type. Define T (θ ′) := Eµ(S(θ ′))[θ] as the equilibrium reputation of type θ ′.

Definition 3. A signaling equilibrium is a pair of strategy S(·) and belief µ(·) such that:

(a) given µ(·), S(θ ) ∈ argmaxa u(a,Eµ(a)[θ],θ ) for each θ ∈ [θ ,θ];

(b) µ(·) is consistent with S(·) and Bayes’ rule whenever applicable.

This definition is equivalent to perfect Bayesian equilibrium if we introduce a fictitious

player (“the market”) who chooses t after observing a to minimize the loss function, (t −
θ )2. Signaling models typically exhibit a plethora of equilibria because off-equilibrium

beliefs are not pinned down by Bayes’ rule. We introduce the standard D1 refinement

(Cho and Kreps, 1987), which requires that, for any off-equilibrium action a, the belief

µ(a) satisfies the following restriction: if there exist θ ′ and θ ′′ such that, for all t,

u(a, t,θ ′)≥ u(S(θ ′),Eµ(a)[θ],θ ′) =⇒ u(a, t,θ ′′)> u(S(θ ′′),Eµ(a)[θ],θ ′′),

then θ ′ 6∈ suppµ(a). This restriction eventually comes down to comparing the marginal

rates of substitution at the point of pooling: a slight upward deviation to an off-equilibrium

action is attributed to the type with the lowest marginal rate (whose signaling cost is low-

est), while a slight downward deviation is attributed to the type with the highest marginal

rate.7 Throughout the analysis, we simply refer to a signaling equilibrium that satisfies the

D1 refinement as an “equilibrium.”

In what follows, we use S(θ−) and T (θ−) to denote the left limit, and S(θ+) and T (θ+)
to denote the right limit at θ . Let Q(a) := {θ : S(θ ) = a} denote the set of types who

choose a in equilibrium. We refer to Q(a) as a pooling set if it contains at least two types.

4.1. Full separation

Consider a fully separating strategy s∗(·) for some interval of types, where T (θ ) = θ in this

interval. Incentive compatibility requires type θ to have no incentive to mimic adjacent

7 A frequently used alternative is the Intuitive Criterion, but it does not pin down a unique outcome even

under single-crossing preferences when there are more than two types. We adopt D1 because it predicts a

unique outcome under single-crossing preferences and hence provides an ideal reference point.
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types:

u(s∗(θ ),θ ,θ )≥ u(s∗(θ + ε),θ + ε,θ ).

In the limit, this condition can be written as

s∗′(θ ) =
1

m(s(θ ),θ ,θ )
. (3)

An equilibrium is fully separating if the whole type space [θ ,θ] is separating. In this case,

the initial condition must satisfy s∗(θ ) = argmaxa u(a,θ ,θ ) = 0.

If indifference curves are single-crossing, the solution to the differential equation (3)

with initial condition s∗(θ ) = 0 constitutes a fully separating equilibrium (Mailath, 1987).

This solution is also known as the least cost separating equilibrium, or the “Riley outcome”

(Riley, 1979).

In our model, there is a dividing line D(·; ·, ·) which separates the (a, t)-space into two

distinct domains. No fully separating solution can extend beyond the dividing line.

Proposition 1. There is no fully separating equilibrium if there exists θ ′ < θ such that
s∗(θ ′) = D(θ ′;θ ′,θ ′).

Proof. Let θ ′′ be a type that is slightly above θ ′, such that s∗(θ ′) = D(θ ′;θ ′,θ ′). Recall

from (2) that, at (s∗(θ ′),θ ′), type θ ′ has the lowest marginal rate of substitution. More-

over, by the double-crossing property, the indifference curve of the higher type θ ′′ that

passes through (s∗(θ ′),θ ′) stays strictly above that of type θ ′ for all a′ > s∗(θ ′). There-

fore, if type θ ′ is indifferent between (a′, t ′) and (s∗(θ ′),θ ′), type θ ′′ must strictly prefer

(s∗(θ ′),θ ′). This shows that s∗(·) cannot extend beyond the dividing line. Given this, the

only remaining possibility is that s∗(·) jumps at some θ ≤ θ ′, but this is clearly not incentive

compatible because T (·) must be continuous at θ .

This result essentially follows from the fact that the equilibrium signaling level must

be weakly increasing in the SC-domain and weakly decreasing in the RSC-domain. The

reason why S(·) cannot go down in the SC-domain is the same as in the standard setup with

single-crossing preferences. In the RSC-domain, if type θ ′′ is indifferent between a pair of

actions, S(θ ′′)> S(θ ′), a higher type θ ′ has a higher signaling cost than does type θ ′′ and

must strictly prefer the lower action S(θ ′). Thus S(·) cannot go up in the RSC-domain.
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If (s∗(θ ),θ ) belongs to SC(θ ) for all θ , the model reduces to the standard setup. For

double-crossing preferences to have any bite, therefore, we need to look at the situation

where s∗(·) hits the boundary before it reaches the highest type θ . The remainder of the

paper deals with this situation.

4.2. Pooling equilibria under D1

Under the D1 criterion, the standard setup predicts the least-cost separating equilibrium,

which is distribution-free. This is not the case for our model, where some form of pooling

can survive the D1 criterion. As a consequence, the distribution of types has a nontrivial

impact on the equilibrium allocation.

For any (a, t) and any set of types Q, let

θmax(a, t;Q) := argmax
θ∈Q

m(a, t,θ ),

θmin(a, t;Q) := argmin
θ∈Q

m(a, t,θ ).

Consider a pooling set Q(a) of types who choose (a, t) in equilibrium, with t = E[θ | θ ∈
Q(a)]. Suppose further that actions slightly above or below a are not chosen by any type

in equilibrium. Then, under D1, a slight upward deviation from (a, t) is attributed to type

θmin(a, t;Q(a)), while a slight downward deviation is attributed to θmax(a, t;Q(a)). To

satisfy D1, the equilibrium reputation must be greater than these off-equilibrium beliefs:

t ≥max {θmax(a, t;Q(a)),θmin(a, t;Q(a))} . (4)

If m(a, t,θ ) is monotone in θ , then θmax(a, t;Q(a)) and θmin(a, t;Q(a)) must be at the

extremal points of Q(a). Since t ∈ (minQ(a),maxQ(a)), (4) cannot be satisfied for any

pooling set Q(a). This is why no pooling equilibrium can survive D1 in the standard setup.

Under double-crossing preferences, on the other hand, m(a, t,θ )may not be monotone in

θ for some (a, t), thereby leaving some room for pooling equilibria.

4.3. Low types separate and high types pairwise-pool

Below, we show that equilibrium under double-crossing preferences exhibits a particular

form of pooling, which can be seen as a generalized version of LSHP (Low types Separate

and High types Pool) equilibrium introduced by Kartik (2009).

Definition 4. A sender’s strategy is LSHPP (Low types Separate and High types Pairwise-Pool)
if there is some θ0 ∈ [θ ,θ] such that:

11



(a) S(θ ) = s∗(θ ) for θ ∈ [θ ,θ0).

(b) S(θ ) is discontinuous only at θ = θ0, with an upward jump if θ0 < θ .

(c) There exist θ∗ ∈ (θ0,θ ) and p : [θ0,θ∗]→ [θ∗,θ], such that for θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗]: (i) S(·)
is continuous and weakly increasing; and (ii) p(·) is continuous and strictly decreasing
with p(θ0) = θ , p(θ∗) = θ∗, and S(p(·)) = S(·).

An equilibrium is an LSHPP equilibrium if the sender’s strategy is LSHPP. Our notion

of LSHPP equilibrium includes full separation (θ0 = θ), full pooling (θ0 = θ and S(·)
is constant for θ ∈ [θ ,θ]), and LSHP equilibrium (θ0 ∈ (θ ,θ ) and S(·) is constant for

θ ∈ [θ0,θ]) as special cases. An important feature of LSHPP strategy is that it can have at

most one “gap” (i.e., discontinuity) at θ0.

Part (c) of the definition embodies the reason why we call it pairwise-pooling, where

types θ and p(θ ) are “pairwise matched” to choose the same action for θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗). It

also implies that S(·) is quasi-concave above the gap (i.e., among types above θ0). Quasi-

concavity of S(·) with S(θ0) = S(θ ) suggests that for any action a ≥ S(θ0) chosen in

equilibrium, Q(a) must be a pooling set (except possibly for a = maxθ S(θ ), where Q(a)
may be a singleton or a pooling set). See Figure 2 for an illustration. An LSHPP equilib-

rium exhibits counter-signaling whenever S(·) is not constant above the gap. In Figure 2,

the highest type θ chooses a signaling action lower than that chosen by any other type

in (θ0,θ ). The highest equilibrium signaling action is chosen by some intermediate types.

This observation indicates that counter-signaling that has been discussed in various con-

texts is a consequence that pertains to double-crossing preferences.

The next statement is one of the main results of this paper.

Theorem 1. Any D1 equilibrium is LSHPP if Assumptions 1 to 3 are satisfied.

4.4. A sketch of proof

The proof of Theorem 1 is lengthy and is relegated to Appendix A. Here, we provide the key

steps and a heuristic argument to illustrate the underlying intuition of our characterization,

with particular focus on two important properties of LSHPP equilibrium: continuity and

quasi-concavity.

Since the properties of the fully separating region are tightly pinned down by the differ-

ential equation (3) and the initial condition, it suffices to examine what pooling patterns

12



Figure 2. LSHPP strategy. Below the gap, S(·) coincides with the least cost separating solution s∗(·).
Above the gap, S(·) is quasi-concave. There is mass pooling at a1 and at a2, and atomless pooling in

the neighborhood of a3.

are feasible above the gap. The following result is useful to narrow down possible forms

of pooling.

Lemma 2. Suppose there is an interval (θ ′′,θ ′) such that S(·) is continuous and strictly
monotone, and Q(S(θ )) is a pooling set for some θ in this interval. Then, there exists p(·)
such that, for all θ ∈ (θ ′′,θ ′), (a) Q(S(θ )) = {θ} ∪ {p(θ )}; and (b) m(S(θ ), T (θ ),θ ) =
m(S(θ ), T (θ ), p(θ )).

Proof. Suppose there is pooling only at some points in the interval. Then we can find two

arbitrarily close types θ1 and θ1 + ε in (θ ′′,θ ′) such that Q(S(θ1)) is a pooling set while

Q(S(θ1 + ε)) is a singleton (where ε may be positive or negative). Let (S(θ1), T (θ1)) =
(a1, t1). Since S(·) is monotone, type θ1 must pool with some other types outside of

(θ ′′,θ ′). To satisfy incentive compatibility, however, T (·) must be continuous on (θ ′′,θ ′).
Since any type that can pool with type θ1 is bounded away from θ1, type θ1 must pool

with both types above θ ′ and below θ ′′ to maintain continuity of T (·). But if three or

more types pool at the same action, by Lemma 1, we can find a type θ2 ∈ Q(a1) such that

m(a1, t1,θ1) 6= m(a1, t1,θ2). This is a contradiction because type θ2 must have an incen-

tive to deviate to an action slightly above or slightly below. This shows that there must be

pooling over the entire interval. Given this, we can apply the same argument as above to

show that Q(S(θ )) contains exactly two types, θ and p(θ ), for all θ ∈ (θ ′′,θ ′). The fact

that m(S(θ ), T (θ ),θ ) = m(S(θ ), T (θ ), p(θ )) follows immediately.

13



This result suggests that two different types of pooling can emerge in equilibrium. First,

it is possible to have pooling in the usual sense, where a positive measure of types choose

the same action. We refer to this pattern of pooling as mass pooling. Lemma 2 shows that

there can be a different kind of pooling, which we call atomless pooling, where exactly

two types are paired together for each action level, and the pooling set Q(a) has measure

zero. For example, in Figure 2, the pooling set Q(a3) contains exactly two types, and S(·)
is locally increasing at one of these types and locally decreasing at the other type. Under

atomless pooling, the marginal rate of substitution at (S(θ ), T (θ )) must be the same for

the paired types. One implication is clear: (S(θ ), T (θ )) belongs to the SC-domain of type

θ and to the RSC-domain of type p(θ ).

When there is mass pooling, the pooling set may be either connected or disconnected.

In Figure 2, Q(a1) is a connected pooling set, while Q(a2) is disconnected. It is straight-

forward to deal with connected pooling sets because they must be an interval. Discon-

nected pooling sets are more complicated, as they potentially admit infinitely many dif-

ferent forms. Below, we provide an intuitive explanation for why S(·) must be continuous

and quasi-concave. Establishing these properties is the key to the proof of Theorem 1.

Continuity. An important fact which leads to continuity is that it is generally infea-

sible to jump from a pooling set to another under D1. To illustrate this point, suppose

(S(θ ), T (θ )) = (ap, tp) for θ ∈ [θ p,θ j] ∪ [θ j,θ p], and (S(θ ), T (θ )) = (a1, t1) for θ ∈
(θ j,θ j), where a1 > ap.8 It is relatively straightforward to establish that actions slightly

below a1 are not chosen in equilibrium. Then, to prevent downward deviation from a1

given an off-equilibrium belief that satisfies D1, we must have m(a1, t1,θ j)≥ m(a1, t1,θ j).

But under Assumption 2, if type θ j is indifferent between (ap, tp) and (a1, t1), type θ j must

strictly prefer (ap, tp) to (a1, t1), which is a contradiction.

There are in principle many different pooling patterns, but we can essentially apply

the same argument to show that it is not feasible to have any pooling in (θ j,θ j) if S(·)
is discontinuous on [θ p,θ p]. This would imply that, if S(·) is discontinuous at θ j or at

θ j, then it must be fully separating on (θ j,θ j). But if this is the case, it must be strictly

increasing, and so (S(θ ), T (θ )) ∈ SC(θ ) for all θ ∈ (θ j,θ j). Then, S(·) cannot jump

down at θ j because (S(θ j
−
), T (θ j

−
)) is in the SC-domain of type θ j, which is again a

contradiction.

8 Lemma 5 in the proof implies (a1, t1) ∈ RSC(θ j). As such, it is not possible to have a1 < ap because

S(·) can jump up only in the SC-domain.
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Quasi-concavity. Once the continuity of S(·) above the gap is established, it is easy to

see why S(·)must be quasi-concave. As this result has some independent interest, we state

it as a separate proposition.

Proposition 2. Under Assumptions 2 and 3, if S(·) is continuous and incentive compatible
on any interval [θ ′′,θ ′], then S(·) must be quasi-concave on this interval.

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that this function is not quasi-concave, i.e., there exists

θ1 < θ2 < θ3 on [θ ′′,θ ′] such that min{S(θ1), S(θ3)} > S(θ2). If S(θ1) ≥ S(θ3) > S(θ2),
we can always find θ̃ ∈ (θ1,θ2) such that S(θ3) > S(θ̃ ) > S(θ2) by the continuity of S(·).
It is hence without loss of generality to assume S(θ3)> S(θ1)> S(θ2).

Since the lower type θ1 prefers a higher action than does type θ2, Assumption 2 implies

S(θ1)> D(T (θ1);θ2,θ1).

Moreover, since the lower type θ1 prefers a lower action than does type θ3, we have

S(θ1)< D(T (θ1);θ3,θ1).

These two equations imply D(T (θ1); ·,θ1) is increasing, which violates Assumption 3.

Proposition 2 only relies on continuity and incentive compatibility; it does not depend

on other restrictions imposed by signaling models (such as D1 or the requirement that

T (θ ′) = Eµ(S(θ ′))[θ]). This result therefore has general applicability for mechanism design.

We provide more discussion on this point in Section 6.1.

In our current context, continuity and quasi-concavity of S(·) imply that pooling takes

the form of pairwise-pooling for types above some type θ0, as described in Definition 4(c)

of an LSHPP strategy. For types below θ0, incentive compatibility in the SC-domain re-

quires S(·) to follow the least-cost separating solution s∗(·), as described in part (a) of the

definition. Finally, pairwise-pooling between types θ0 and θ (and possibility with other

types higher than θ0) and full separation for types below θ0 implies that the difference

between T (θ+0 ) and T (θ−0 ) must be positive. Because the utility function is continuous,

the discontinuity of T (·) accounts for the upward jump in S(·) at θ0, required by part (b)

of an LSHPP strategy.
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5. Existence

This section establishes equilibrium existence by construction. To this end, we need a

technical assumption to ensure that the density function of types, denoted f , is continuous

and positive everywhere.

Assumption 4. F : [θ ,θ]→ [0, 1] is continuously differentiable and strictly increasing.

5.1. Equilibrium conditions

The equilibrium signaling pattern for θ < θ0 is pinned down by the least-cost separating

solution S(θ ) = s∗(θ ) and T (θ ) = θ . Above the gap, there are three objects that need to

be determined. Let θ∗ ∈ argmaxθ∈[θ0,θ] S(θ ) denote the boundary type (to be made more

precise below). Let σ : [θ0,θ∗]→ R+ represent the signaling action taken by type θ , and

τ : [θ0,θ∗]→ [θ0,θ] represent the reputation of type θ . Also, let the (decreasing) function

p : [θ0,θ∗] → [θ∗,θ] represent the type that is paired with type θ in choosing the same

signaling action. Once we pin down these three functions, we can determine
(

S(θ ) = σ(θ ) and T (θ ) = τ(θ ) if θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗],

S(p(θ )) = σ(θ ) and T (p(θ )) = τ(θ ) if p(θ ) ∈ (θ∗,θ].

for θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗]. These objects are defined this way because any pooling action is chosen

either by exactly two types, or by two intervals of types.9 When there is atomless pooling,

σ(·) and τ(·) are strictly increasing; when there is mass pooling, σ(·) and τ(·) are locally

flat.

In equilibrium, the following set of conditions must be satisfied.

Bayes’ rule. The equilibrium belief τ(·) must be consistent with equilibrium strategies

and Bayes’ rule on the path of play. Under atomless pooling, the pooling set has measure

zero. We require the “pointwise” belief to satisfy:

τ(θ ) =
f (θ )

f (θ ) + f (p(θ )) |p′(θ )|
θ +

f (p(θ )) |p′(θ )|
f (θ ) + f (p(θ )) |p′(θ )|

p(θ ).

It is often more convenient to solve this for p′(θ ) and write

p′(θ ) =
f (θ )

f (p(θ ))
θ −τ(θ )

p(θ )−τ(θ )
. (5)

9 If the pooling set is connected, we can arbitrarily partition it into two intervals.
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Local incentive compatibility. In equilibrium, no type has an incentive to mimic adjacent

types. The incentive constraint for separation is

u(σ(θ ),τ(θ ),θ )≥ u(σ(θ + ε),τ(θ + ε),θ ),

for θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗). In the limit, we obtain

σ′(θ ) =
τ′(θ )

m(σ(θ ),τ(θ ),θ )
. (6)

Pairwise-pooling. When there is atomless pooling, local incentive compatibility must

be satisfied for both θ and p(θ ). This boils down to the restriction (Lemma 2) that the

two paired types must have the same marginal rate of substitution:

m(σ(θ ),τ(θ ), p(θ ))−m(σ(θ ),τ(θ ),θ ) = 0.

For ease of notation, we sometimes use m(·) to represent the marginal rate of substitution

evaluated at (σ(θ ),τ(θ ),θ ) and m̂(·) to represent the value evaluated at (σ(θ ),τ(θ ), p(θ )).
Taking derivative with respect to θ then gives

[m̂a(·)−ma(·)]σ′(·) + [m̂t(·)−mt(·)]τ′(·) = mθ (·)− m̂θ (·)p′(·). (7)

5.2. Alternating between mass pooling and atomless pooling

The simplest form of LSHPP equilibrium is the one with full pooling above the gap. Despite

its simple appearance, we cannot ensure that such an equilibrium always exists.

Consider an equilibrium in which S(θ ) = s∗(θ ) for θ ∈ [θ ,θ0) and S(θ ) = ap > s∗(θ−0 )
for θ ∈ [θ0,θ]. Let tp = E[θ | θ ≥ θ0] be the equilibrium reputation above the gap.

In equilibrium, type θ0 must be indifferent between (s∗(θ−0 ),θ0) and (ap, tp), which pins

down a unique ap for each θ0. The problem is that this particular choice of ap may not

satisfy D1. Specifically, D1 requires that the marginal rate of substitution for this gap type

must be no smaller than that of type θ :

m(ap, tp,θ0)≥ m(ap, tp,θ ),

for otherwise a slight downward deviation from ap would be attributed to type θ . Fur-

thermore, to prevent upward deviation from ap under D1 requires tp ≥ θmin(ap, tp;Q(ap)).
There is a continuum of candidate gap types, but it is possible that none of them satisfies
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these two restrictions. In this case, it is not feasible to construct an equilibrium with mass

pooling only.

Another possibility is to find an equilibrium with only atomless pooling above the gap.

However, this construction does not always pan out either, as it requires tight restrictions

on payoff and type distribution functions. Consider a pure atomless pooling equilibrium in

whichσ(·) is strictly increasing on [θ0,θ∗]. At (σ(θ ′),τ(θ ′)), types θ ′ and p(θ ′)must have

the same marginal rate of substitution. Moving along the trajectory, at (σ(θ ′+ε),τ(θ ′+ε)),
the indifference curve of type p(θ ′) must be steeper than that of type θ ′ by the double-

crossing property. Algebraically, this means that

[m̂a(·)σ′(·) + m̂t(·)τ′(·)]− [ma(·)σ′(·) +mt(·)τ′(·)]> 0,

evaluated at θ ′.10 Observe that the left-hand side of this inequality corresponds to the left-

hand side of (7). Given this, to satisfy the condition for atomless pooling, the right-hand

side of (7) must also be strictly positive; in words, the marginal rates of substitution of

types θ ′ + ε and p(θ ′ + ε) must change in such a way to make them tangent at (σ(θ ′ +
ε),τ(θ ′ + ε)). A necessary condition to sustain atomless pooling is thus

mθ (·)− m̂θ (·)p′(·)> 0. (8)

In condition (8), mθ (·) < 0 and m̂θ (·) > 0 because (σ(θ ),τ(θ )) is in the SC-domain of

type θ and in the RSC-domain of type p(θ ). This means that for a given ratio mθ (·)/m̂θ (·)
(under some fixed preferences), p′(·) must be sufficiently negative. Once a trajectory

(σ(·),τ(·)) is fixed, however, p(·) and p′(·) are uniquely pinned down from the type dis-

tribution, and there is hence no degree of freedom. From equation (5) for the pointwise

belief, with (σ(·),τ(·)) fixed, the absolute value of p′(·) is proportional to f (·)/ f (p(·)).
This suggests that atomless pooling is more likely to emerge when the type distribution

has a thin tail, but the construction is not always guaranteed to succeed.

This discussion raises a concern about equilibrium existence, when it is not feasible

to construct either of the two simple forms of equilibrium. Below, we prove equilibrium

existence by providing an explicit algorithm that always leads to a solution that satisfies the

10A more precise algebraic argument goes as follows. Substituting (6) into the left-hand side shows that

it has the same sign as m̂a(·)−ma(·) + m̂(·)(m̂t(·)−mt(·)). Under atomless pooling, types θ and p(θ ) have

the same marginal rate of substitution at (σ(θ ),τ(θ )). Letting a = σ(θ ) and ε > 0, condition (1) implies

m(a + ε,φ(a + ε, u,θ ), p(θ )) > m(a + ε,φ(a + ε, u,θ ), u),θ ). Taking the limit gives m̂a(·) + m̂t(·)φa(·) >
ma(·) +mt(·)φa(·). The conclusion follows since m̂(·) = φa(·).
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equilibrium conditions. The main idea behind the algorithm is to switch back and forth

between mass pooling and atomless pooling along the equilibrium trajectory whenever

one type of pooling becomes infeasible.

5.3. Algorithm and equilibrium existence

There are a number of ways to construct an equilibrium in our model; we focus on a

version which seeks atomless pooling wherever possible. The details of the algorithm are

provided in Appendix B. Here, we only provide a brief account of it.

First, we pick a boundary type on the dividing line, i.e., some type θ∗ such that σ(θ∗) =
D(θ∗;θ∗,θ∗). This choice is motivated by the concern that, if there is mass pooling in a

neighborhood of σ(θ∗), the off-equilibrium belief associated with an upward deviation

does not exceed θ∗.

Starting from this type, we solve the system of differential equations (5), (6), and (7)

for θ ≤ θ∗. If the solution (σ(θB),τ(θB), p(θB)) violates constraint (8) at some point θB,

we switch to mass pooling by finding a pair (θE, p(θE)) such that

m(σ(θB),τ(θB),θE)−m(σ(θB),τ(θB), p(θE)) = 0,

E [θ | θ ∈ [θE,θB]∪ [p(θB), p(θE)]]−τ(σB) = 0,

and condition (8) holds for (θE, p(θE)). If a solution does not exist, we simply set p(θE) = θ
and set θE to be the type that solves the first equation of the equations system. If a pair

(θE, p(θE)) that satisfies the two equations exists, we switch back to atomless pooling by

solving the system of differential equations using the initial condition for θE, and so on.

The iteration stops when θ reaches the point where p(θ ) = θ . Such θ corresponds to θ0.

For any θ∗, following the above algorithm yields a well-defined θ0 (as well as a candi-

date solution (σ(·),τ(·), p(·)) for θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗]). We denote this mapping from θ∗ to θ0 by

ζ : [θ ,θ] → [θ ,θ]. In any interior LSHPP equilibrium (i.e., θ0 ∈ (θ ,θ )), there must be

full separation below the gap. To pin down an equilibrium for the whole type space, type

θ0 must be indifferent between (s∗(θ−0 ),θ0) and (σ(θ0),τ(θ0)). For θ0 = ζ(θ∗), define

∆u(θ∗) := u(s∗(θ0),θ0,θ0)− u(σ(θ0),τ(θ0),θ0).

Equilibrium requires ∆u(θ∗)≤ 0, with strict inequality only if θ0 = θ .

Theorem 2. An LSHPP equilibrium exists if Assumptions 1 to 4 are satisfied.
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In the proof of Theorem 2 (Appendix C), we show that the mapping ∆u(·) is continu-

ous, and that there exists θ∗ such that either ∆u(θ∗) = 0; or ∆u(θ∗)< 0 and ζ(θ∗) = θ . By

construction, the candidate solution so obtained satisfies all the local incentive compati-

bility constraints. In the proof, we show that local incentive compatibility implies global

incentive compatibility. Since this part of the argument is of independent interest, we will

provide more discussion on this point in Section 6.1. Finally, we also show that given off-

equilibrium beliefs that satisfy D1, no type has an incentive to deviate to an off-equilibrium

action.

5.4. Comparing equilibria

We establish equilibrium existence by construction, but there are typically other algorithms

that can consistently find an LSHPP equilibrium. For example, in the algorithm described

in Section 5.3, we solve the system of differential equations until we reach a point that

condition (8) is violated. If we switch from atomless pooling to mass pooling at an earlier

point while (8) still holds, this will give an alternative mapping from θ∗ to θ0 that may

also satisfy all the equilibrium restrictions. In other words, multiple LSHPP equilibria can

exist.

To further illustrate the properties of equilibrium under double-crossing preferences,

we illustrate how equilibrium varies with changes in some key parameters of the model

when we stick to using the same algorithm. Although comparative statics is cumbersome

when there are multiple equilibria, this exercise still allows us to elucidate some general

tendencies and important insights.

Consider the signaling with news application of Section 3. We choose parameters so

that

u(a, t,θ ) = λ (θ + (1− θ )t)−
�

a
θ
+

a2

2

�

,

and let θ be uniformly distributed on [0.1,0.5]. Let ap represent a pooling action in a full

pooling equilibrium, and let tp = E[θ] = 0.3. To prevent downward deviation requires

m(ap, tp, 0.1)≥ m(ap, tp, 0.5). Since the marginal rate of substitution does not depend on

tp in this case, this requirement reduces to ap ≤ 8. To prevent upward deviation requires

θmin(ap, tp;Q(ap))) ≤ 0.3, which reduces to ap ≥ 40/9. Furthermore, u(ap, tp, 0.1) ≥
u(0,0.1, 0.1) for any ap ≤ 8 if λ ≥ 5600/9. We can conclude that for λ ≥ 5600/9, any

action ap ∈ [40/9, 8] can constitute part of a full pooling equilibrium.

Equilibrium exhibits less separation and more pooling as the returns to signaling be-
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Figure 3. Equilibrium actions for different values of λ and κ. Higher λ corresponds to larger returns

to signaling. The case of κ= −12.5 corresponds to a type distribution with thinner right tail than the

uniform distribution. The red line shows the locus of (S(θ ), T (θ )) in the (a, t)-space above the gap.

The blue line plots a = S(θ ) against θ .

come larger (i.e., θ0 decreases towards θ as λ increases). As λ gets larger, higher types

need to take even higher actions to separate because lower types now have more incentive

to mimic. The equilibrium action taken by higher types cannot be unbounded, however,

because of the double-crossing property: as the equilibrium action increases, it will enter

the RSC-domain where it is more costly for higher types to choose higher actions. As we

have seen above, we can always construct a fully pooling equilibrium when λ ≥ 5600/9,

but the equilibrium outcome will exhibit less pooling when the returns to signaling λ falls

below this threshold.

Figure 3 further illustrates this tendency: when λ increases from 50 to 100, the range

of the fully separating region shrinks (i.e., θ0 decreases), with an increase in equilibrium

actions for all types. This is different from the standard setup, where an increase in the

returns to signaling only stretches out equilibrium actions but yields no qualitative impact

on the form of equilibrium.

In the left and middle panels of Figure 3, S(·) is flat above the gap; this example thus

shows that counter-signaling is not a necessary consequence of the double-crossing prop-

erty. To construct an equilibrium with atomless pooling, we manipulate the type distribu-

tion by letting f (θ ) = 2.5+ κ(θ − 0.3) for θ ∈ [0.1,0.5]. Atomless pooling is more likely

to emerge as the slope parameter κ becomes smaller. Figure 3 shows that for λ = 100,

the equilibrium is LSHP when κ = 0 (uniform distribution) but exhibits atomless pooling

when κ= −12.5, as atomless pooling is more likely to emerge when the type distribution

has a thinner tail.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Incentive compatibility under double-crossing preferences

Although we study double-crossing preferences in signaling models, the methods devel-

oped in this paper are useful toward analyzing related environments that exhibit this class

of preferences, especially in the context of mechanism design. To illustrate this point, we

now look at the problem from a different perspective and examine the set of “allocations,”

(S(·), T (·)), that can be incentive compatible, without imposing any association between

S(·) and T (·). In the following discussion, we let φθ (·) := φ(·, u(S(θ ), T (θ ),θ ),θ ) be the

indifference curve of type θ that passes through his equilibrium allocation (S(θ ), T (θ )),
and refer to it as the equilibrium indifference curve of type θ .

One qualitative feature of LSHPP equilibrium is that S(·) must be (weakly) quasi-

concave. Proposition 2, which establishes quasi-concavity, requires only incentive com-

patibility and continuity, and its logic is very simple in light of our framework.11 To use

this result in an environment with double-crossing preferences, we only need to establish

continuity.12 In this paper, we exploit special features of the signaling model—namely, T (·)
is consistent with S(·) and Bayes’ rule on the equilibrium path and it satisfies the D1 crite-

rion off the equilibrium path—to prove continuity. In other potential applications such as

screening or mechanism design models with continuum of types, continuity of S(·) often

follows from incentive compatibility or from optimality, and the conclusion of Proposition

2 remains valid in these different settings.

Another feature of our model is that we rely only on local incentive compatibility to con-

struct an equilibrium, and verify that incentive compatibility holds globally for all pairs of

types. In mechanism design under single-crossing preferences, it is well known that mono-

tonicity and local incentive compatibility implies global incentive compatibility (Maskin

and Riley, 1984), a result that greatly simplifies the analysis. Under double-crossing pref-

erences, an obvious concern is that ensuring incentive compatibility can become compli-

cated and intractable, which partly explains why little is known about equilibria when

single-crossing fails. Below we explain how our setup allows us to overcome this issue.

11 Of course, our characterization result, Theorem 1, says much more than this, as it establishes pairwise-
pooling, and hence the proof necessarily becomes more involved.

12 It is not possible to rule out by incentive compatibility alone the possibility that S(θ1)≥ S(θ3)> S(θ2) for

θ1 < θ2 < θ3, because Assumptions 2 and 3 do not impose enough restriction on the rankings of allocations

across domains.
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An allocation satisfies local IC if no type has an incentive to deviate locally: formally,

for each θ ∈ [θ ,θ], there is an ε > 0 such that u(S(θ ), T (θ ),θ ) ≥ u(S(θ ′), T (θ ′),θ )
for all θ ′ ∈ (θ − ε,θ + ε). In general, under double-crossing preferences, this condi-

tion is not sufficient to ensure global incentive compatibility. However local IC together

with a pairwise-matching condition would be sufficient under Assumptions 2 and 3. Let

θ∗ := sup{θ ′ : S(θ ) ≤ D(T (θ );θ ,θ ) for all θ ≤ θ ′}. We say that an allocation satis-

fies the pairwise-matching condition if for any θ ′ > θ∗, there exists θ ′′ ≤ θ∗ such that

(S(θ ′), T (θ ′)) = (S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′)) and m(S(θ ′), T (θ ′),θ ′) = m(S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′),θ ′′).

Proposition 3. Under Assumptions 2 and 3, an allocation that satisfies local IC and the
pairwise-matching condition is incentive compatible.

Proof. Because S(θ ) ≤ D(T (θ );θ ,θ ) for all θ ∈ [θ ,θ∗], local IC implies S(·) is weakly

increasing on this interval. We first show that incentive compatibility holds for any pair of

types on this interval. Consider any two types θ1 < θ2 ≤ θ∗. By Assumption 3,

S(θ2)≤ D(T (θ2);θ2,θ2)< D(T (θ2);θ2,θ1). (9)

Assumption 2 requires that φθ2
(·), the equilibrium indifference curve of type θ2, cannot

cross D(·;θ2,θ1) to the left of S(θ2), so that the single-crossing property holds along this

indifference curve:

a < D(φθ2
(a);θ2,θ1) for a ≤ S(θ2). (10)

At any point on φθ2
(a) for a ≤ S(θ2), any lower type θ1 < θ2 always has a higher marginal

rate of substitution than type θ2.

We argue that any locally IC allocation must stay below φθ2
(a) for a ∈ [S(θ1), S(θ2)].

Suppose the opposite is true, and let T (θ ′′) > φθ2
(S(θ ′′)) with T (θ ) ≤ φθ2

(S(θ )) for

all θ ∈ (θ ′′,θ2]. Local IC then implies that φθ ′′(a) reaches φθ2
(a) from above at some

a′′ ∈ (S(θ ′′), S(θ2)). But this is a contradiction, because by (10) type θ ′′ must have a higher

marginal rate of substitution at any point on φθ2
(·). This shows that T (θ1) ≤ φθ2

(S(θ1)),
and so type θ2 has no incentive to mimic type θ1. Similarly, any locally IC allocation must

stay below φθ1
(a) for a ∈ [S(θ1), S(θ2)]. Suppose the opposite is true, and let φθ1

(S(θ ))≥
T (θ ) for all θ ∈ [θ1,θ ′) with φθ1

(S(θ ′)) < T (θ ′). Local IC implies that φθ1
(·) reaches

φθ ′(·) from above at some a′ ∈ (S(θ1), S(θ ′)). But this is a contradiction, because by (10)

type θ1 must have a higher marginal rate of substitution at any point on φθ ′(·). This shows

that T (θ2)≤ φθ1
(S(θ2)), and so type θ1 has no incentive to mimic type θ2.
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This argument shows that no type below θ∗ has an incentive to mimic any other type

below θ∗. By the pairwise matching condition, for any allocation received by type θ ′ >

θ∗, there exists type θ ′′ ≤ θ∗ such that (S(θ ′), T (θ ′)) = (S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′)). Since any type

below θ∗ prefers his own allocation to (S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′)), he prefers his own allocation to

(S(θ ′), T (θ ′)). Therefore global incentive compatibility holds for types below θ∗.

Next consider a type θ ′ > θ∗. Let θ ′′ ≤ θ∗ be the type that receives the same allocation,

(ap, tp), as type θ ′, with m(ap, tp,θ ′) = m(ap, tp,θ ′′). Assumption 2 implies that φθ ′(·) is

tangent to and is “more convex” than φθ ′′(·), and hence must stay strictly above φθ ′′(·)
for all a 6= ap. This means that whenever type θ ′′ prefers his allocation (ap, tp) to some

allocation (a, t), type θ ′ must also prefer (ap, tp) to (a, t). We have already established

that type θ ′′ prefers (ap, tp) to (S(θ ), T (θ )) for any θ ∈ [θ ,θ]. Therefore global incentive

compatibility holds for types above θ∗.

Our LSHPP strategy satisfies the pairwise-matching condition, and therefore global

incentive compatibility holds. Importantly, this condition is satisfied in a variety of other

settings as well, such as the screening model of Araujo and Moreira (2010). This is because,

with continuous types, the graph of the allocation (S(·), T (·)) is often the lower envelope

of the indifference curves of the types choosing their respective allocations, thus forcing

two types that pool at the same allocation to have the same marginal rate of substitution.

Both the quasi-concavity result (Proposition 2) and global incentive compatibility result

(Proposition 3) depend on Assumptions 2 and 3: Assumption 2 states that the SC-domain

lies to the left of the dividing line and the RSC-domain lies to the right; Assumption 3

states that the dividing line shifts to the left with type. This is obviously not the only

possible specification of double-crossing preferences. In principle, the SC-domain can lie

to the right of the dividing line, or the dividing line can move to the right, or both. This

gives rise to four specifications. For example, suppose that Assumption 3 does not hold

(while maintaining Assumption 2), so that D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) is increasing in both θ ′ and θ ′′; this

set of assumptions, which we call the “alternative specification” in this discussion, implies

that m(a, t, ·) is quasi-concave for any (a, t). Because intermediate types have the highest

signaling costs under the alternative specification, it is not surprising that S(·) will not be

quasi-concave, and Proposition 2 does not follow.

To see why Proposition 3 holds under Assumptions 2 and 3, note that the key step of

the proof is equation (9), which relies on Assumption 3. Moreover, Assumption 2 further

implies that the equilibrium indifference curve of type θ2 must stay to the left of the di-
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viding line D(·;θ2,θ1) for any θ1 < θ2. This fact implies that no allocation can cross the

equilibrium indifference curve of type θ2 from above, because a lower type has a higher

marginal rate of substitution, which leads to downward incentive compatibility. A similar

argument is used to establish upward incentive compatibility.

This argument more generally suggests that the key to ensuring global incentive com-

patibility under double-crossing preferences is that the allocation and the dividing line

move in opposite directions. Under our current specification (Assumptions 2 and 3), the

allocation is increasing in type (i.e., S(·) is weakly increasing) for types below θ∗, while

the dividing line is decreasing. Under the alternative specification, on the other hand, they

move in the same direction for types below θ∗ because the dividing line is increasing in

type. In this case, even if the allocation is in the SC-domain for all θ ∈ [θ ,θ∗], we may

still have D(T (θ2);θ2,θ1)< S(θ2)< D(T (θ2);θ2,θ2) for some θ1 < θ2 ≤ θ∗, in which case

equation (9) no longer holds. When this happens, the marginal rate of substitution is not

monotone in type at some points on the equilibrium indifference curve of type θ2, so that

an indifference curve of a lower type θ1 < θ2 can cross the equilibrium indifference curve

of type θ2 twice to the left of S(θ2); as a consequence, there is no generally tractable way

of ensuring incentive compatibility.

It is easy to see that for each of the four possible specifications, there are always a

domain that is “well-behaved” (in the sense of ensuring incentive compatibility) and the

other that is “ill-behaved.”13 If an allocation lies entirely in the well-behaved domain, lo-

cal incentive compatibility implies globally incentive compatibility as under single-crossing

preferences. This is of course not the end of the story because an allocation may cross the

dividing line and enter the ill-behaved domain. In this case, we impose the pairwise match-

ing condition for types in the ill-behaved domain to ensure global incentive compatibility.

Pairwise matching works whenever these types have “more convex” indifference curves

than the types (in the well-behaved domain) that they are pooling with. Under our set

of assumptions, higher types have strictly more convex indifference curves. Therefore, if

the lower type prefers his own allocation to that of any other type, the higher type also

prefers his own allocation, meaning that incentive compatibility for the lower type implies

13 In the screening literature, Araujo and Moreira (2010) and Schottmüller (2015) both adopt a specifi-

cation in which the RSC-domain is to the left of the dividing line. If the dividing line decreases with type,

the RSC-domain is ill-behaved, as in Araujo and Moreira (2010). If the dividing line increases with type,

the SC-domain is ill-behaved, as in Schottmüller (2015). As a consequence, local incentive compatibility

is not sufficient to ensure incentive compatibility. We provide a more detailed discussion on these possible

specifications in Online Appendix F.
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incentive compatibility for the higher type.

6.2. Counter-signaling and the relation to the literature

Our characterization shows that we may have two distinct forms of pooling above the

gap. When there is atomless pooling, S(·) must be strictly increasing in one arm and

strictly decreasing in the other, suggesting that equilibrium actions are non-monotone.

This phenomenon, where higher types separate from intermediate types by pooling with

lower types at low signaling levels, is known as “counter-signaling” in the literature. With

a continuum of types, atomless pooling and counter-signaling are equivalent: there is

counter-signaling if and only if there is atomless pooling.

Examples of counter-signaling abound.14 We often observe that the most talented indi-

viduals deviate from social norms, e.g., CEOs casually wearing jeans in formal occasions,

or successful startup entrepreneurs not bothering to finish college. This type of observa-

tions can be rationalized by signaling with news, where exceptional talents expect they

can reveal their competence through their vision, creativity, and charisma. A story we may

better relate to is publication strategy of economics job-market candidates. Very top can-

didates rarely have publications in lower-ranked journals; they are hardly distinguishable

from mediocre ones purely in terms of publication records. This is again signaling with

news, where those top candidates, with better job-market papers and recommendation let-

ters, do not need to spend time and effort required to publish a paper. As a consequence,

publications in lower-ranked journals by a graduate student are sometimes perceived as a

signal that the candidate is adequate but not excellent.

From the theoretical point of view, it is clear that the single-crossing property must fail

in some sense to have any form of counter-signaling. Aside from this, however, not much

is known about what restrictions, in terms of primitives, are required to generate counter-

signaling in general environments. For instance, Feltovich et al. (2002) consider three

types—high, medium, and low—to construct a counter-signaling equilibrium in which the

medium type chooses a higher action while the high type and the low type are pooled, and

derive a sufficient condition for its existence. As enlightening as it is, extending this setup

14 Feltovich et al. (2002) provide experimental evidence that subjects do indeed engage in counter-

signaling. They also raise a number of examples drawn from common observations, such as, “The nou-

veau riche flaunt their wealth, but the old rich scorn such gauche displays.” Also see Araujo et al. (2007)

and the references therein. Dixit and Nalebuff’s (2008) book, The Art of Strategy, has a section devoted to

counter-signaling.
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to more than three types seems formidable without the discipline from a more systematic

framework. This is problematic, because a model with three types can only give a partial

picture of counter-signaling. In particular, our general setup clarifies two points about

counter-signaling that would not be obvious if we only had a model with three types. First,

the highest type θ typically pools with some intermediate type θ0 instead of the lowest

type θ—CEOs may dress casually but they do not dress like a tramp. Second, equilibrium

seldom takes the form of pooling at two actions only, with a higher action chosen by a group

of different intermediate types and a lower action chosen by all remaining high and low

types. When there is a continuum of types, we have already shown that it is not possible

for S(·) to jump between two pooling actions. When types are discrete but there are many

of them, small differences in signaling costs between adjacent types impose constraints

on how far apart their signaling actions can be. In other words, fine distinctions through

small differences in signaling actions are still the norm even in environments that exhibit

counter-signaling.15

There are other works on counter-signaling using a continuous-type framework. In

terms of the form of equilibrium, our work is related to Araujo et al. (2007), but the logic

and the mechanism behind it are different. They consider a model with two attributes and

an interview score which reveals them up to a linear combination. This means that signal-

ing about one attribute can be bad news for the other, giving rise to a built-in tradeoff.16

In their model indifference curves never cross twice, so preferences do not belong to the

class of double-crossing preferences: for a pair of types, either the lower type has steeper

indifference curves at all signaling levels (single-crossing), or the higher type has steeper

indifference curves at all signaling levels (reverse single-crossing), or the two types have

identical indifference curves. Due to this feature, types are exogenously paired together

when they have identical indifference curves, and each pair of types naturally choose the

same signaling action, resulting in an equilibrium with atomless pooling only. Their def-

inition of counter-signaling is also different from ours, and it is difficult to make direct

comparison with the predictions of their analysis.17

15 Although our characterization is established for the case of continuous types, the logic of this construc-

tion applies more generally. Specifically, we can show that S(·) must be quasi-concave, and that a (weaker

version of) pairwise-matching condition must hold in the discrete type case.
16 Frankel and Kartik (2019) discuss how two-dimensional types may lead to failure of the single-crossing

property. See also Ball (2020).
17 Since agents are characterized by two distinct attributes—intelligence and perseverance—in their

model, there is no obvious way to order agent types. They say that counter-signaling emerges if the sig-
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6.3. More examples

One of the main contributions of this paper is that it identifies a set of assumptions, most

importantly Assumptions 2 and 3, which makes the analysis under double-crossing pref-

erences tractable and leads to a clear characterization of equilibrium. Our specification is

but one class of environments that capture how the single-crossing property may fail. In

addition to technical considerations, we argue that the set of assumptions we adopt is eco-

nomically meaningful and relevant. The signaling with news example is a case in point,

showing a natural economic environment that fits the description of our model. It also

points to the possibility that the single-crossing property is not as robust as it is generally

believed, as it can easily break down with some minor, but realistic, modifications to the

underlying environment.

Below we will provide three more examples to solidify this point and also to make a

case for why double-crossing preferences are pervasive in reality. The common thread of

our examples is that gains from signaling are typically not unbounded. Moreover, in many

economic situations of interest, higher types reach this point of diminishing returns faster

than do lower types. When these conditions are met, we tend to observe double-crossing

preferences as specified in our framework.

Reputation enhances the chances of success. In many facets of life a person’s chances of

success depend not only on his true ability, but on other people’s perception of his ability

as well. Take the case of a startup entrepreneur. His reputation in the market affects

the availability of initial funding and the capacity to attract talents to work in his firm.

These factors, together with his true entrepreneurial ability, determine the performance

of his business and its probability of reaching the next milestone (such as developing a

prototype product, or attracting the next round of funding). In this example signaling

incentive comes from the fact that reputation matters for improving performance.

Suppose the performance of a startup entrepreneur is θ + β t + ε, where β > 0 is a

weight that determines the importance of reputation relative to true ability. The term ε

summarizes the random factors that may affect performance, and its distribution is given

by G(·) with a corresponding log-concave density g(·). The startup business can reach the

next milestone if its performance exceeds some exogenous threshold K , and the value of

naling level is negatively related to the productivity, which is mapped from the two attributes through a

Cobb-Douglas production function. In their model, counter-signaling emerges because of the difference

between the signaling and the firm’s production technologies.
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reaching the milestone is V . Let a represent the level of signaling activity he chooses to

establish his reputation. The payoff to the entrepreneur is

u(a, t,θ ) = V (1− G(K − θ − β t))−
�

γa
θ
+

a2

2

�

,

where γ > 0 is a signaling cost parameter. This gives

m(a, t,θ ) =
γ+ θa

θβV g(K − θ − β t)
.

One can verify that m(a, t,θ ) is quasi-convex in θ . Moreover, for θ ′ > θ ′′, if φ(·, u0,θ ′′) is

an indifference curve of type θ ′′ at some utility level u0, then the ratio,

m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)
m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′)

=
�

θ ′′

θ ′

��

γ+ θ ′a
γ+ θ ′′a

��

g(K − θ ′′ − βφ(a, u0,θ ′′))
g(K − θ ′ − βφ(a, u0,θ ′′))

�

,

strictly increases in a by log-concavity of g(·). Thus, condition (1) holds and the double-

crossing property is satisfied.

In this example the payoff from signaling is bounded from above by V . Moreover, log-

concavity of g(·) implies that the density function is unimodal. This means that a higher

reputation does not significantly improve the chances of success for very low types or very

high types. The marginal increase in probability of reaching the target K is greatest for

intermediate types, and they tend to have the greatest incentives to invest in signaling.18

Risky experimentation. This example is drawn from our previous work (Chen et al.,

2020a), which deals with two discrete types but can be readily be adapted to continuous

types.19 The model is an optimal stopping problem with reputation concerns. If the agent

achieves success at some random time, he receives a payoff of V . If he abandons the

project at time a, the outside-option payoff is given by his reputation t at the time of

termination. The key question is whether an agent with superior ability, modeled here by

a higher Poisson arrival rate of success, will signal his type by staying with a risky project

for a longer duration or by quitting early. Bobtcheff and Levy (2017) explore related

incentives.
18 In different contexts, this non-monotonicity of the effect of investment to improve the chances of success

has been exploited in models of hiring standards (Coate and Loury, 1993) and contest selection (Morgan et

al., 2018).
19 In Chen et al. (2020a), signaling is beneficial up to some point and hence not always costly. As noted

above, our results can be applied to this case as well.
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It is easy to show that this model satisfies Assumptions 2 and 3 and thus exhibits the

double-crossing property. The reason for this is intuitive. Higher types are more likely to

achieve success if the state is good. This implies that they have more incentive to persist

with the risky project compared to lower types at early stages, when the difference in

their beliefs about the state is relatively small. As experimentation continues and yields

no success, higher types become pessimistic more quickly than lower types do, because

they learn faster that their project is not promising. Past some point, they become more

reluctant to persist. This structure suggests that signaling by persisting with the risky

project is relatively more attractive for higher types than for lower types when a is small,

but the comparison flips when a is large.

Productive signaling. Many signaling models assume away any positive benefit of sig-

naling activity in order to isolate its role in conveying hidden information. While this

assumption may appear innocuous, once we admit the possibility that signals can be di-

rectly productive, details of the model specification can have substantial impact and yield

qualitatively different predictions for signaling outcomes.

Assume that education is directly productive in addition to serving as a signal about

private information. Specifically, let s = aθ represent an agent’s skill, which depend both

on his natural ability θ and on the level of education a. The labor-market benefit from

having skill s and reputation t is βs+ t, and the cost of acquiring skill through education is

C(a,θ ) = γ0a+ γ(aθ )2. This cost function is unconventional because Caθ > 0, indicating

that high-ability agents have higher marginal cost of investing in education—say, due to

opportunity cost reasons. However, we may also express the cost of acquiring skill as a

function of the target skill level, and write C̃(s,θ ) = γ0s/θ + γs2. This formulation shows

that the total cost of reaching skill level s, as well as the marginal cost of increasing skill,

is lower for higher types. In this example, the utility function has the form:

u(a, t,θ ) = βaθ − γ0a− γ(aθ )2 + t.

It can be readily verified that this formulation satisfies Assumptions 2 and 3. What appears

to be a minor—and not unreasonable—modification in specification converts the standard

setup into a model that exhibits the double-crossing property.

7. Conclusion

Despite its widespread use in economic analysis, the single-crossing property imposes

strong restrictions on the structure of preferences, and its validity and robustness are not
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necessarily always evident in economic applications. Because many insights about sig-

naling behavior we learn from standard models depend on this property, it is important

to extend the scope of analysis to circumstances that are not constrained by the single-

crossing property. We take a step in this direction by providing a formal framework to

capture double-crossing preferences in signaling models. Our characterization shows that

equilibrium under double-crossing preferences exhibits a particular form of pooling at the

higher end of types, which we label as pairwise-pooling. Pairwise-pooling generalizes

and clarifies a phenomenon known as counter-signaling in the literature: double-crossing

preferences often induce middle types to invest more in signaling whereas higher types

are content with pooling with lower types. Our model identifies the assumptions on pref-

erences that tend to produce pairwise-pooling, as well as the constraints that affect the

form it takes (i.e., atomless or mass pooling). We provide a simple algorithm to find an

LSHPP equilibrium and show that it exists under fairly weak conditions. Some of the anal-

ysis in this paper can potentially illuminate broader incentive compatibility issues under

double-crossing preferences in a wider class of mechanism design models.

From a practical point of view, it is perhaps not so controversial to say that the single-

crossing property may fail in some situations. The problem is rather that this can happen

in many different ways. Although we argue that our framework covers a broad range of

economically relevant situations, and this framework turns out to be relatively tractable,

it does not by any means exclude other variations of non-single-crossing preferences. We

hope to see more work along these lines, in order to gain a more comprehensive under-

standing of signaling behavior that goes beyond the single-crossing property.
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Appendix

A. Proof of Theorem 1

A.1. Preliminaries

Denote the set of types that choose action a in equilibrium by Q(a) = {θ : S(θ ) = a}. If

there is some action ap such that Q(ap) is neither empty nor a singleton, we refer to ap as

a pooling action and to Q(ap) as a pooling set. Recall that we define θ p :=maxQ(ap) and

θ p :=minQ(ap).

Consider some pooling action ap. We say that actions below ap are on-path if there

exists a small ε > 0 such that Q(a) 6= ; for all a ∈ (ap−ε, ap); otherwise, actions below ap

are off-path. Similarly, actions above ap are on-path if there exists a small ε > 0 such that

Q(a) 6= ; for all a ∈ (ap, ap + ε); otherwise, actions above ap are off-path. If there exists

a sequence θ n approaching θ ′ for some θ ′ such that S(θ n) approaches ap, with either

S(θ n)> ap or S(θ n)< ap for all n, we call θ ′ a limit type.

The following lemma shows an important property of double-crossing preferences which

we exploit repeatedly. Define q(a, t,θ ) such that m(a, t, q(a, t,θ )) = m(a, t,θ ), with

q(a, t,θ ) = θ if θ = θmin(a, t) (where we omit the last argument of θmin(a, t;Q) whenever

it is not confusing). This mapping gives a counterpart type that has the same marginal rate

of substitution at (a, t). If no such counterpart type exists, let q(a, t,θ ) = θ if θ < θmin(a, t)
and q(a, t,θ ) = θ if θ > θmin(a, t).

Lemma 3. Consider two choices (a1, t1) and (a2, t2) where a1 > a2, and some type θ ′. Sup-
pose θ ′ > θmin(a1, t1) and u(a1, t1,θ ′) ≥ u(a2, t2,θ ′). If q(a1, t1,θ ′) > θ and a1 is bounded
away from a2, u(a2, t2,θ )> u(a1, t1,θ ) for all θ ∈ [θ , q(a1, t1,θ ′)].

Proof. If type θ ′ is indifferent between (a1, t1) and (a2, t2), type q(a1, t1,θ ′), whose indif-

ference curve that passes through (a1, t1) must stay strictly below that of type θ ′, strictly

prefers (a2, t2) to (a1, t1). For all types below q(a1, t1,θ ′), the standard argument suggests

that they strictly prefer (a2, t2) to (a1, t1).

Lemma 3 states that if two indifference curves are tangent at some (a1, t1), the indif-

ference curve of the higher type is strictly contained by that of the lower type because of

Assumption 2. This lemma is useful when a1 is bounded away from a2. When a1 and a2
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are arbitrarily close to each other, on the other hand, preference ranking between (a1, t1)
and (a2, t2) depends only on the marginal rate of substitution at that point.

Lemma 4. If actions above ap are on-path with limit type θ1 ∈ [θ p,θ p], no type between θ1

and q(ap, tp,θ1) chooses ap. If actions below ap are on-path with limit type θ1, only types
between θ1 and q(ap, tp,θ1) may choose ap.

Proof. When there is a continuous path S(·) to ap, preferences are determined entirely by

the marginal rate of substitution at (ap, tp). Since all types between θ1 and q(ap, tp,θ1)
have a lower marginal rate of substitution than type θ1, they strictly prefer an action

slightly above ap. For the second statement, let θ1 < θmin(ap, tp) (the opposite case fol-

lows by the same argument). Then, all types below θ1 and above q(ap, tp,θ1) have a

higher marginal rate of substitution than type θ1; they strictly prefer an action slightly

below ap.

Given this result, we show that any pooling set must span across the dividing line. The

following result holds regardless of whether a pooling set is connected or disconnected.

Lemma 5. If there is pooling at (ap, tp), it is in the SC-domain of type θ p and in the RSC-

domain of type θ p. Moreover, m(ap, tp,θ p)≥ m(ap, tp,θ p).

Proof. Suppose actions below and above ap are off-path. In this case, D1 requires that

m(ap, tp,θ p) ≥ m(ap, tp,θ p) > m(ap, tp,θmin(ap, tp)). This is possible only if m(ap, tp, ·)
is decreasing at θ p (in the SC-domain) and increasing at θ p (in the RSC-domain), i.e.,

(ap, tp) belongs to SC(θ p) and to RSC(θ p).

Now suppose actions above ap are on-path. Let θ ′ be a limit type. Since Lemma 4 sug-

gests that no type between θ ′ and q(ap, tp,θ ′) chooses ap, we must have θ ′, q(ap, tp,θ ′) ∈
(θ p,θ p). This is possible only if (ap, tp) belongs to SC(θ p) and to RSC(θ p). Moreover, if

actions below ap are off-path, D1 requires m(ap, tp,θ p)≥ m(ap, tp,θ p).

Finally, suppose actions below ap are on-path. Let θ ′ be a limit type. If θ ′ < θmin(ap, tp),
then θ ′ = θ p because no type below θ ′ can choose ap by Lemma 4. Note that since tp > θ p,

there must be another limit type θ ′′ = θ p to satisfy incentive compatibility. By Lemma 2,

m(ap, tp,θ ′) = m(ap, tp,θ ′′), which means (ap, tp) belongs to SC(θ p) and to RSC(θ p).

If a pooling set is connected, the following fact trivially holds: S(·) is continuous and

(weakly) quasi-concave on [θ p,θ p]. Along with Lemma 5, this essentially gives a charac-
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terization of connected pooling sets. On the other hand, the case of disconnected pooling

sets is much more complicated, which we will discuss next.

A.2. Disconnected pooling sets

Consider a disconnected pooling set Q(ap). Let tp be the corresponding reputation. Also,

define J(ap) := {θ : θ /∈Q(ap), θ ∈ (θ p,θ p)}, and let θ j := inf J(ap) and θ j := sup J(ap).

Lemma 6. Suppose there is pooling at (ap, tp) such that the pooling set Q(ap) is discon-
nected.

(a) S(θ ) is continuous for all θ ∈ [minQ(ap), maxQ(ap)].

(b) S(θ )≥ ap for all θ ∈ [minQ(ap),maxQ(ap)].

(c) Q(ap) = Q L(ap) ∪QR(ap), where Q L(ap) and QR(ap) are two disjoint intervals, with
(ap, tp) ∈ SC(θ ) for θ ∈Q L(ap) and (at , tp) ∈ RSC(θ ) for θ ∈QR(ap).

Proof. Part (a). Suppose S(·) is discontinuous on [θ p,θ p]. There are two cases, one in

which S(·) jumps up and the other in which S(·) jumps down.

Case 1. Suppose S(·) jumps up at some θ1 ∈ (θ p,θ p). Let (S(θ+1 ), T (θ+1 )) = (a1, t1). By

continuity, type θ1 must be indifferent between (ap, tp) and (a1, t1).

We first argue that there cannot be any pooling at (a1, t1). Suppose otherwise. By

Lemma 5, we have (a1, t1) ∈ RSC(maxQ(a1)). This means that a type slightly above

maxQ(a1)must choose some (a′, t ′) such that a′ < a1. By continuity, type maxQ(a1)must

be indifferent between (a1, t1) and (a′, t ′). If S(·) is continuous at maxQ(a1) and a′ is

arbitrarily close to a1, then there must be another limit type minQ(a1) ≤ θ p. Note that

m(a1, t1, minQ(a1))≥ m(a1, t1,maxQ(a1)) by Lemma 5, and hence m(a1, t1, minQ(a1))≥
m(a1, t1,θ ) for any θ ∈ (minQ(a1),maxQ(a1)). Lemma 3 then implies that type minQ(a1)
must strictly prefer (ap, tp), which is a contradiction. If a′ is bounded away from a1, we

can directly apply Lemma 3 to show that type minQ(a1) strictly prefers (a′, t ′) to (a1, t1).
As such, there cannot be any pooling at (a1, t1).

This argument establishes that S(·) must be fully separating in a right neighborhood

of θ1, meaning that there exists some ε > 0 such that both S(·) and T (·) are increasing

on (θ1,θ1 + ε). Observe also that (S(θ ), T (θ )) ∈ SC(θ ) for θ ∈ (θ1,θ1 + ε), so that if

there is any jump in S(·), it must be upward. But then we can apply the same argument

as above, and there cannot be any pooling immediately after the jump. Also, if S(·) is
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fully separating again after the jump, T (·)must be continuous and incentive compatibility

cannot be satisfied. This shows that S(·) must be continuous and fully separating for

the whole interval (θ1,θ2). This is a contradiction, however, because if this is the case,

θ2 ∈ SC(S(θ−2 ), T (θ−2 )) and S(·) cannot jump down to ap at θ2.

Case 2. Now suppose S(·) jumps down at some θ1 ∈ (θ p,θ p). Let (S(θ+1 ), T (θ+1 )) =
(a1, t1). Since S(·) jumps down at θ1, we have (ap, tp) ∈ RSC(θ1). By continuity, type θ1

must be indifferent between (ap, tp) and (a1, t1). By Lemma 5, m(ap, tp,θ p)≥ m(ap, tp,θ p),
which in turn implies m(ap, tp,θ p) > m(ap, tp,θ1). This is a contradiction because if type

θ1 is indifferent between (ap, tp) and (a1, t1), type θ p must strictly prefer (a1, t1) to (ap, tp)
by Lemma 3.

Part (b). It directly follows from Proposition 2 and part (a).

Part (c). By parts (a) and (b), if J(ap) is not empty, we must have S′(θ j
+) > 0 and

S′(θ j
−
) < 0. Therefore, there exists ε > 0 such that for any a ∈ (ap, ap + ε), Q(a) is a

pooling set. Using part (b) again, all types in [minQ(a), maxQ(a)] choose actions higher

than or equal to a and cannot choose ap. This establishes that Q(ap) = Q L(ap) ∪QR(ap),
with Q L(ap) = [θ p,θ j] and QR(ap) = [θ j,θ p]. Further, S′(θ+j ) > 0 implies that (ap, tp) ∈
SC(θ−j ). By Assumption 3, (ap, tp) is in the SC-domain of all types in Q L(ap). Similarly,

S′(θ j)< 0 implies that (ap, tp) is in the RSC-domain of all types in QR(ap).

Lemma 6 also implies that for any disconnected pooling set Q(ap), there are two limit

types that approach ap from inside the interval (θ p,θ p), given by θ j and θ j, with θ j >

θmin(ap, tp) > θ j such that S(θ j
+) = S(θ j

−
) = ap. Moreover, m(ap, tp,θ j) = m(ap, tp,θ j).

Both θ j and θ j belong to Q(ap), and types in J(ap) choose actions higher than ap.

To obtain an LSHPP strategy, we need to ensure that maxQ(ap) = θ for some ap.

Lemma 7. If actions below any pooling action ap are off-path, then Q(ap) must include θ .

Proof. Suppose θ p < θ , and let (S(θ p
+
), T (θ p

+
)) = (a1, t1) where a1 is bounded away

from ap. By Lemma 5, (ap, tp) ∈ RSC(θ p) and hence a1 < ap. By continuity, type θ p

must be indifferent between (ap, tp) and (a1, t1). Lemma 5 also suggests, however, that

m(ap, tp,θ p) ≥ m(ap, tp,θ p), or equivalently θ p ≤ q(ap, tp,θ p). This is a contradiction

because if type θ p is indifferent between (ap, tp) and (a1, t1), type θ p must strictly prefer

(a1, t1) to (ap, tp) by Lemma 3.
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A.3. Below the gap

The argument thus far characterizes equilibrium above the gap. Below we deal with the

situation below the gap.

Lemma 8. Suppose S(θ ) = s∗(θ ) for θ ∈ (θ1,θ2). If S(·) jumps at θ2, Q(S(θ+2 )) is a pooling
set and S(θ+2 )> s∗(θ−2 ).

Proof. Suppose there is a jump at θ2 to S(θ+2 ). Since (s∗(θ−2 ),θ2) ∈ SC(θ2), we must have

S(θ+2 ) > s∗(θ−2 ). If Q(S(θ+2 )) is also a singleton, incentive compatible must be violated

because T (θ+2 ) = T (θ−2 ) = θ2, while S(θ+2 )> S(θ−2 ).

Suppose there is some pooling at (a0, t0) where a0 = min{a : Q(a) is a pooling set}.
Lemma 8 suggests that once an equilibrium starts from a fully separating segment s∗(·),
there are only two possibilities. First, there could be some θ0 such that s∗(θ0) = a0. Second,

s∗(·) could jump at θ0 to S(θ+0 ) = a0. The first possibility is ruled out because T (θ−0 ) =
θ0 while t0 > θ0. This means that if there is an equilibrium in which full separation

and pooling coexist, there must be an upward jump at the point of transition between

separation and pooling.

A.4. Equilibrium characterization

We are now ready to complete the proof that any D1 equilibrium must be LSHPP.

First, if there is no fully separating region, i.e., θ0 = θ , then Q(S(θ ))must be a pooling

set. Let a0 = S(θ ) and t0 = T (θ ). Suppose a0 > 0. By Lemma 6, no type in [θ0, maxQ(a0)]
can choose an action lower than a0. If there is any type who chooses an action slightly

lower than a0, it must be types above maxQ(a0), but this cannot be incentive compatible

because t0 <maxQ(a0). Since actions below a0 are off-path, Lemma 7 suggests θ ∈Q(a0).
Other properties of LSHPP equilibrium follow directly from Lemmas 2 and 6, suggesting

that if Q(a0) is a pooling set, the equilibrium must be LSHPP.

If a0 = 0, there are no off-equilibrium actions below a0, and we cannot apply Lemma 7.

We thus need to ensure that Q(a0) contains type θ . Suppose to the contrary θ >maxQ(a0)
and S(θ )> a0. If actions above a0 are off-path, (a0, t0) ∈ RSC(maxQ(a0)), and S(·) cannot

jump up at maxQ(a0). Since this argument applies for any maxQ(a0), it is not possible to

have θ >maxQ(a0). If actions above a0 are on-path, there must be two limit types θ ′ and

θ ′′, such that no type in (θ ′′,θ ′) can choose a0 by Lemma 4. This means that there must
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be types above θ ′ who choose a0 and (a0, t0) ∈ RSC(θ ) for θ > θ ′. Since S(·) cannot go

up, this establishes that the pooling set Q(a0) must contain type θ .

Now suppose that Q(S(θ )) is a singleton and T (θ ) = θ , in which case S(·) = s∗(·)
in a right neighborhood of θ . Lemma 8 implies that S(·) = s∗(·) for all θ ∈ [θ ,θ] (the

case of a fully separating equilibrium), or S(·) must jump at some point. Note that the

fully separating equilibrium is a special case of LSHPP equilibrium. If S(·) jumps at θ0

to a0 = S(θ+0 ), actions below a0 must be off-path; this is because if there is any type

who chooses an action slightly lower than a0, it must be a type above maxQ(a0), but this

cannot be incentive compatible because t0 < maxQ(a0). Since actions below a0 are off-

path, Lemma 7 suggests θ ∈Q(a0). We can then apply Lemmas 2 and 6 as above to show

that the equilibrium must be LSHPP.

B. Algorithm

We will establish equilibrium existence by construction. To this end, we develop an algo-

rithm to construct pairwise-pooling above the gap. Since there are two different forms of

pooling, we first deal with each case and then combine them together.

B.1. Atomless pooling

If we begin with the initial condition σ(θB) = aB, τ(θB) = tB, p(θB) = θ̂B, we can sum-

marize the initial state by a 4-tuple, cB = (θB, θ̂B, aB, tB). For this to be a legitimate initial

state, we require

tB ∈ (θB, θ̂B) and m(aB, tB,θB) = m(aB, tB, θ̂B). (11)

Suppose there is a well defined solution to the differential equations (5), (6), and (7)

for θ ∈ [θE,θB]. We can then obtain the end state summarized by the 4-tuple, cE =
(θE, p(θE),σ(θE),τ(θE)). Obviously the end state will depend on the initial state and on

the value of θE at which we choose to evaluate the solution functions, so we denote this

mapping by cE = ZA(θE;cB). By construction, if the initial state cB satisfies condition (11),

then the output cE of this mapping also satisfies (11).

The main constraint for pairwise matching is that σ(·) must be strictly increasing on

(θE,θB), reflecting the requirement that S(·) is quasi-concave above the gap. This con-

straint is given by (8). Once mθ (·)− m̂θ (·)p′(·) turns from positive to zero, the solution to
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the differential equation cannot be extended further back. Let

χA(cB) :=
¦

θE : constraint (8) holds for all θ ∈ (θE,θB] and p(θE)≤ θ
©

.

For any cB satisfying (11) and any θE ∈ χA(cB), the mapping ZA(θE;cB) is well defined and

produces a valid solution satisfying the monotonicity requirement on the domain (θE,θB].

B.2. Mass pooling

Begin with an initial condition, summarized by cB = (θB, θ̂B, aB, tB), that satisfies (11). To

construct an equilibrium in which all types in [θE,θB] ∪ [θ̂B, θ̂E] pool to choose (aB, tB),
the equilibrium conditions require:

m(aB, tB, θ̂E)−m(aB, tB,θE) = 0, (12)

E
�

θ | θ ∈ [θE,θB]∪ [θ̂B, θ̂E]
�

− tB = 0. (13)

Let ψ(·; aB, tB) represent the implicit function that gives the θ̂E satisfying (12) for each

θE. Similarly, let η(·;θB, θ̂B, tB) give the θ̂E satisfying (13) for each θE. Both functions are

defined on the domain [b,θB], such that b solves η(b;θB, θ̂B, tB) = θ . If no such b exists,

we set b = θ . Wheneverψ(θE) is undefined for θE ∈ [b,θB], we setψ(θE) = θ . According

to this extended definition, ψ(b; aB, tB) = θ if and only if m(aB, tB, b)≥ m(aB, tB,θ ).

A solution to the equations system (12) and (13) exists if there is a θE such thatψ(θE) =
η(θE). By implicit differentiation, one can show that both functions are decreasing for any

cB satisfying (11). The condition that mθ (·) − m̂θ (·)p′(·) is non-negative corresponds to

ψ′(·)≥ η′(·). To satisfy the conditions for mass pooling at (aB, tB), θE and θ̂E must satisfy

(12) and (13). Further, for any interior crossing point (i.e., θE > b), we require that

ψ′(θE) ≥ η′(θE). This would allow the end point of mass pooling θE to serve as an initial

starting point for atomless pooling immediately to the left of θE.

To summarize, let

χM(cB) :=
�

θE :ψ(θE) = η(θE) and φ′(θE)≥ η′(θE), or θE = b and ψ(b)≥ η(b)
	

.

Given an initial state cB, and for any θE ∈ χM(cB), we can obtain an end state cE =
(θE,ψ(θE), aB, tB). We denote this mapping by cE = ZM(θE;cB). By construction, the

output of this mapping satisfies (11) except possibly at θE = b. But in this case, the

pairwise-pooling region is [b,θ], and m(aE, tE, b) ≥ m(aE, tE,θ ) ensures that there is no

incentive for downward deviation below aE.
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B.3. Algorithm to construct pairwise-pooling above the gap

If S(·) attains a maximum at a unique θ∗, there is atomless pooling in a neighborhood of θ∗.

In this neighborhood, (σ(θ ),τ(θ )) is in the SC-domain of type θ and in the RSC-domian

of type p(θ ). This means that (σ(θ∗),θ∗) must be on the boundary of the SC-domain and

RSC-domain of type θ∗. Therefore, a boundary condition that satisfies (11) in the limit is:

σ(θ∗) = D(θ∗;θ∗,θ∗), τ(θ∗) = θ∗, p(θ∗) = θ∗.

If there is mass pooling in a neighborhood of θ∗, using this boundary condition ensures

that the off-equilibrium belief for an upward deviation above σ(θ∗) is weakly lower than

θ∗, which does not exceed the equilibrium belief θ∗.

For any given θ∗, we go through the following iterative procedure to ensure that the

equilibrium conditions for pairwise-pooling are satisfied:

1. Initialize k = 1. Set ck = (θ∗,θ∗, D(θ∗;θ∗,θ∗),θ∗), and set θBk = θ∗. If infχA(ck)< θ∗,
go to step 2; otherwise go to step 3.

2. Let θE = infχA(ck). Construct the atomless-pooling solution for θ ∈ (θE,θBk]. If

p(θE) = θ , stop. Otherwise, let ck+1 = ZA(θE,ck) and θBk+1 = θE, increment k and

go to step 3.

3. Let θE = maxχM(ck). Construct the mass-pooling solution for θ ∈ (θE,θBk]. If

θE = b, stop. Otherwise, let ck+1 = ZM(θE,ck) and θBk+1 = θE, increment k and go

to step 2.

Once θ∗ is fixed, this algorithm yields a well defined θE such that p(θE) = θ at the end

of the procedure, along with σ(θ ), τ(θ ), and p(θ ) for θ ∈ [θE,θ∗]. By construction, these

objects satisfy Bayes’ rule, incentive compatibility, and pairwise matching. Let ζ : [θ ,θ]→
[θ ,θ] denote this mapping, where ζ(θ∗) is the θE obtained at the end of the procedure

starting from θ∗.

C. Proof of Theorem 2

We exploit the algorithm developed in Appendix B to establish equilibrium existence by

construction. The existence proof consists of three parts. Let ζ(θ∗) represent the θE ob-

tained at the end of our algorithm starting from an initial state θ∗. We first establish

continuity of ζ(·), which in turn implies that ∆u(·) is also continuous. The second part es-

tablishes the existence of θ∗ such that∆u(θ∗)≤ 0 (with strict inequality only if ζ(θ∗) = θ).
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The candidate solution obtained from such θ∗ satisfies all the local incentive compatibility

constraints. In the final step, we show that the candidate solution satisfies global incentive

compatibility and constitutes an equilibrium.

C.1. Continuity

Under our algorithm, the solution switches from atomless pooling to mass pooling when

mθ (·)− m̂θ (·)p′(·) switches from positive to negative, and it switches back from mass pool-

ing to atomless pooling as soon as m(·)− m̂(·) turns from positive to zero. We can rewrite

equation (7) as

[m̂a(·)−ma(·)]σ′ + [m̂t(·)−mt(·)]τ′ =max
��

mθ (·)− m̂θ (·)p′
�

I (m (·) = m̂ (·)) , 0
	

,

which incorporates both atomless pooling and mass pooling. Let x = (p,σ,τ). For ease

of notation, we write

h̃(θ , x) := mθ (σ,τ,θ )− m̂θ (σ,τ, p)
f (θ )
f (p)

θ −τ
p−τ

,

h(θ , x) :=max
�

h̃ (θ , x) I (∆m(θ , x) = 0) , 0
	

.

where∆m(θ , x) := m(σ,τ,θ )− m̂(σ,τ, p). Together with (5) and (6), we obtain a system

of differential equations of the form x ′ = H(θ , x), where














p′ = f (θ )
f (p)

θ−τ
p−τ ,

σ′ = h(θ ,x)
m̂a(σ,τ,p)−ma(σ,τ,θ )+m(σ,τ,θ )[m̂t (σ,τ,p)−mt (σ,τ,θ )] ,

τ′ = m(σ,τ,θ )h(θ ,x)
m̂a(σ,τ,p)−ma(σ,τ,θ )+m(σ,τ,θ )[m̂t (σ,τ,p)−mt (σ,τ,θ )] .

We solve this system backwards from c1 = (θ∗, x∗(θ∗)), where x∗(θ∗) = (θ∗, D(θ∗;θ∗,θ∗),θ∗).

The initial value problem we consider is as follows:
(

x ′ = H(θ , x),

x(θB) = xB := (pB,τB,σB),

where (θB, xB) is an arbitrary initial state. Let y(·;θB, xB) denote the solution to this prob-

lem. By standard argument, y(·;θB, xB) is continuous with respect to the initial state in a

neighborhood of (θB, xB) if h(·, ·) is locally Lipschitz at (θB, xB).20

20 The system is well defined except at θ∗ where p(θ∗) = τ(θ∗) = θ∗ is imposed by construction. In this

case, however, we can show p′(θ∗) = −1 and τ′(θ∗) = σ′(θ∗) = 0 for any θ∗. See Online Appendix E.
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Suppose first that there is either mass pooling or atomless pooling in a neighborhood

of (θB, xB). If there is mass pooling, we have h(·, ·) = 0; if there is atomless pooling,

we have h(·, ·) = h̃(·, ·). In either case, h(·, ·) is locally Lipschitz at (θB, xB). If there is a

transition from atomless pooling to mass pooling at (θB, xB), we have both h̃(θB, xB) = 0

and ∆m(θB, xB) = 0 by construction. In this case, h(·, ·) is still locally Lipschitz at (θB, xB).

When there is a transition from mass pooling to atomless pooling, the indicator function

turns from 0 to 1, and h(·, ·) is discontinuous at (θB, xB) if h̃(θB, xB)> 0. To deal with this

case, consider an initial state (θB, xB) such that

∆m(θB, xB) = 0, h̃(θB, xB)> 0,

which represents a point of transition from mass pooling to atomless pooling.21 Pick an

arbitrary state x from a set X (θB) such that

X (θB) := {x :∆m(θB, x) = 0}.

By this definition, there is mass pooling in a neighborhood of (θB, x) if x ∈ X (θB). Define

θT (x) :=max {θ :∆m(θ , y(θ ;θB, x)) = 0}< θB,

for x ∈ X (θB) if it exists, and let Nδ(xB) := {x : ‖x − xB‖< δ}.

Lemma 9. For any ε > 0, there is a δ such that θT (x) exists and θB − θT (x) < ε for
x ∈ Nδ(xB)∩ X (θB).

Proof. We writeψ(·; x) andη(·; x) to denote their dependence on x . Recall that∆m(θB, x)>
0 is equivalent to ψ(θB; x) > η(θB; x), so that we consider a change in x which makes

ψ(·; x) go above η(·; x) evaluated at θB. Note also that h(θB, xB) > 0 is equivalent to

ψ′(θB; xB)> η′(θB; xB) and therefore thatψ(·; xB)< η(·; xB) in a left neighborhood of θB.

Then, since bothψ(·; x) and η(·; x) are continuous in x , for any ε > 0, we can find a δ > 0

such that ψ(θB − ε; x)< η(θB − ε; x) and ψ(θB; x)> η(θB; x) for x ∈ Nδ(xB)∩ X (θB). By

continuity of ψ(·) and η(·), θT (x) must lie in (θB − ε,θB).

The lemma shows that θT (x) converges to θB as x gets arbitrarily close to xB. Therefore,

the solution induced from (θB, x) also converges pointwise to the solution induced from

(θB, xB) as x approaches xB.

21 We can have a (non-generic) case with h̃(θB, xB) = 0 even when there is a transition from mass pooling

to atomless pooling. This occurs if ψ(·) and η(·) are tangent to each other at θB (and possibly over some

interval that contains θB). We can disregard this possibility because h(·, ·) is continuous in this case.
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This completes the proof that the solution from our algorithm is continuous with re-

spect to the initial state. Suppose that (θB, xB) represents the first point of transition from

mass pooling to atomless pooling, so that continuity up to that point is ensured. This means

that x = y(θB;θ∗, x∗(θ∗)) is continuous in θ∗. Since y(·;θB, x) is also continuous in x , we

can ensure that the mapping ζ(·) consistently produces a θ0 which varies continuously

with θ∗.

C.2. Indifference at the gap

Recall that ∆u(·) is defined as

∆u(θ∗) = u(s∗(ζ(θ∗)),ζ(θ∗),ζ(θ∗))− u(σ(ζ(θ∗);θ∗),τ(ζ(θ∗);θ∗),ζ(θ∗)),

where for clarity we use (σ(·;θ∗),τ(·;θ∗)) to indicate the action-reputation pair induced

from boundary type θ∗. Since ζ(·) is continuous, ∆u(·) is also continuous.

Define z to be the boundary type such that ζ(z) = θ ; such a type exists due to continuity

of ζ(·). If ∆u(z)≤ 0, then (σ(·; z),τ(·; z)) with θ0 = θ constitutes a candidate solution.

Now suppose ∆u(z) > 0. Note that ζ(θ ) = θ , and therefore σ(θ ;θ ) = D(θ ;θ ,θ ) <
s∗(θ ) (otherwise we can have a fully separating equilibrium) and τ(θ ;θ ) = θ . This means

that ((σ(θ ;θ ),τ(θ ;θ )) is strictly preferred to (s∗(θ ),θ ). We thus have ∆u(θ ) < 0. It

then follows that there exists θ∗ ∈ (z,θ ) such that ∆u(θ∗) = 0. For such θ∗, the solution

(σ(·;θ∗),τ(·;θ∗)) with θ0 = ζ(θ∗) constitutes a candidate solution.

C.3. Global incentive compatibility

By construction, the candidate solution satisfies local incentive compatibility and the pair-

wise matching condition. Proposition 3 implies that no type has incentive to deviate to

any on-path action. The remaining issue is deviation to some off-equilibrium action.

Case 1: Deviation to a > σ(θ∗). At (σ(θ∗),θ∗), all types above θ∗ have a higher marginal

rate of substitution, and moreover their equilibrium indifference curves stay strictly above

that of type θ∗ for all a > σ(θ∗). Under D1, the belief assigned to any deviation to an

action higher than σ(θ∗) must be lower than θ∗. Thus no type can benefit from deviating

to an action higher than σ(θ∗).

Case 2: Deviation to a ∈ [s∗(θ0),σ(θ0)). Global incentive compatibility for on-path

actions means that the equilibrium indifference curve of any type (other than type θ0) is

strictly above the points (s∗(θ0),θ0) and (σ(θ0),τ(θ0)). For a type θ ∈ [θ ,θ∗], both points
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are in SC(θ ), and therefore his equilibrium indifference curve must be entirely above that

of type θ0 for all a ∈ [s∗(θ0),σ(θ0)]. For a type p(θ ) ∈ (θ∗,θ], his equilibrium indifference

curve is entirely above that of type θ ∈ [θ0,θ∗], and is therefore also above that of type

θ0 for all a ∈ [s∗(θ0),σ(θ0)]. This means that any deviation to an action between s∗(θ0)
and σ(θ0) is attributed to type θ0 under D1. Clearly, type θ0 has no incentive to deviate to

such a for no gain in reputation. It follows that no other type has an incentive to deviate

to such a either.
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Online Appendix to
“Signaling under Double-Crossing Preferences”

(For online publication only)

D. Double-Crossing Property and Marginal Rate of Substitution

Lemma D.1. If preferences satisfy the double-crossing property, then for θ ′ > θ ′′,

m(a, t,θ ′)−m(a, t,θ ′′)

(

≤ 0 if a ≤ D(t;θ ′,θ ′′),

≥ 0 if a ≥ D(t;θ ′,θ ′′).

Proof. Let u′′ and u′ be the utility levels of types θ ′′ and θ ′, respectively, at (a1, t1). For

a2 < a1 ≤ D(t1;θ ′,θ ′′), part (a) of Definition 1 requires that t2 = φ(a2, u′′,θ ′′) implies

t2 < φ(a2, u′,θ ′). Take the limit as a2 approaches a1 from below, we obtainφa(a1, u′,θ ′)≤
φa(a1, u′′,θ ′′), which implies that m(a1, t1,θ ′) ≤ m(a1, t1,θ ′′), with equality only if a1 =
D(t1;θ ′,θ ′′).

If a1 > a2 ≥ D(t2,θ ′,θ ′′), we let u′′ and u′ represent the utility levels of the correspond-

ing types at (a2, t2). Part (b) of the definition requires t1 = φ(a1, u′′,θ ′′) > φ(a1, u′,θ ′).
Take the limit as a1 approaches a2 from above, we obtain φa(a2, u′′,θ ′′) ≤ φa(a2, u′,θ ′),
which implies that m(a2, t2,θ ′′)≤ m(a2, t2,θ ′), with equality only if a2 = D(t2;θ ′,θ ′′).

Lemma D.2. Preferences satisfy the double-crossing property if and only if, for θ ′ > θ ′′, there
exists D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) such that

m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)−m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′)

(

≤ 0 if a ≤ a0 ≤ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′),

≥ 0 if a ≥ a0 ≥ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′);

with strict inequality except when a = a0 = D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′).

Proof. Suppose preferences satisfy the double-crossing property. If type θ ′′ is indifferent

between (a0, t0) and (a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′)), parts (a) and (b) of Definition 1 together imply

that a < a0 ≤ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′) and a ≥ D(φ(a, u0,θ ′′);θ ′,θ ′′) would lead to a contradiction.

Therefore, a < a0 ≤ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′) implies a < D(φ(a, u0,θ ′′);θ ′,θ ′′). By Lemma D.1, we
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have m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′) − m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′) ≤ 0, with equality only if a2 = a1 =
D(t1;θ ′,θ ′′). Similarly, a > a0 ≥ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′) implies a > D(φ(a, u0,θ ′′);θ ′,θ ′′). By

Lemma D.1, we have m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)−m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′)≥ 0, with equality only

if a1 = a2 = D(t2;θ ′,θ ′′).

For sufficiency, let u′ represent the utility level of type θ ′ at (a0, t0). If a < a0 ≤
D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′), then m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)< m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′). Therefore,φ(a0, u′,θ ′) =
φ(a0, u0,θ ′′) implies that φ(a, u′,θ ′)> φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for a slightly below a0. We argue that

φ(a, u′,θ ′) must stay above φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for all a < a0. Suppose otherwise. Then let a1 be

the largest a < a0 such that the two indifference curves cross. Since φ(a, u′,θ ′) is strictly

above φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for a ∈ (a1, a0), we must have φa(a1, u′,θ ′)≥ φa(a1, u0,θ ′′). But this is

equivalent to m(a1,φ(a1, u0,θ ′′),θ ′) ≥ m(a1,φ(a1, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′), which is a contradiction.

Because φ(a, u′,θ ′) stays strictly above φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for all a < a0, and because ut(·) > 0,

whenever type θ ′′ weakly prefers (a0, t0) to some (a, t) with a < a0, type θ ′ strictly prefers

the former.

Similarly, if a > a0 ≥ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′), then m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)> m(a,φ(a, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′).
Therefore,φ(a0, u′,θ ′) = φ(a0, u0,θ ′′) implies thatφ(a, u′,θ ′)> φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for a slightly

above a0. Suppose φ(a, u′,θ ′) does not stay above φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for all a > a0. Then let

a1 be the smallest a > a0 such that the two indifference curves cross. Since φ(a, u′,θ ′)
is strictly above φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for a ∈ (a0, a1), we must have φa(a1, u′,θ ′) ≤ φa(a1, u0,θ ′′).
But this is equivalent to m(a1,φ(a1, u0,θ ′′),θ ′)≤ m(a1,φ(a1, u0,θ ′′),θ ′′), which is a con-

tradiction. Because φ(a, u′,θ ′) stays strictly above φ(a, u0,θ ′′) for all a > a0, and because

ut(·) > 0, whenever type θ ′′ weakly prefers (a0, t0) to some (a, t) with a > a0, type θ ′

strictly prefers the former.

E. The Solution at the Boundary

The solution of our model is characterized by the system of differential equations x ′ =
H(θ , x)where x = (p,σ,τ). Observe that the differential equations are not well defined at

θ∗ since p(θ∗) = τ(θ∗) = θ∗ is imposed by construction. Below, we argue that p′(θ∗) = −1

andσ′(θ∗) = τ′(θ∗) = 0 hold for any θ∗, so that the system always produces a well behaved

solution.

When there is mass pooling in a neighborhood of θ∗, we have σ′(θ∗) = τ′(θ∗) = 0. The

function p(·) is determined by the equal marginal rate of substitution condition, which

gives p′(θ∗) = mθ (·)/m̂θ (·) = −1.
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When there is atomless pooling in a neighborhood of θ∗, the local incentive compati-

bility constraint for type θ∗ is slightly irregular, as he may mimic either type θ∗−ε or type

p(θ∗ − ε). The conditions for this can be written as

u(σ(θ∗),τ(θ∗),θ∗)≥ u(σ(θ∗ − ε),τ(θ∗ − ε),θ∗),

u(σ(θ∗),τ(θ∗),θ∗)≥ u(σ(p(θ∗ − ε)),τ(p(θ∗ − ε)),θ∗),

where (σ(·),τ(·)) = (σ(p(·)),τ(p(·))) by definition. In the limit, we must have

σ′(θ∗) =
τ′(θ∗)

m(σ(θ∗),τ(θ∗),θ∗)
=

τ′(θ∗)p′(θ∗)
m(σ(θ∗),τ(θ∗),θ∗)

.

We apply l’Hopital’s rule to equation (5) to obtain

p′(θ∗) =
1−τ′(θ∗)

p′(θ∗)−τ′(θ∗)
.

Solving this for p′(θ∗) yields

p′(θ∗) =
τ′(θ∗)±

p

τ′(θ∗)2 + 4(1−τ′(θ∗))
2

=
τ′(θ∗)± (τ′(θ∗)− 2)

2
.

Since p′(·) must be negative, we must have p′(θ∗) = τ′(θ∗)− 1. Therefore, the only con-

sistent solution is σ′(θ∗) = τ′(θ∗) = 0 and p′(θ∗) = −1.

F. Other Variants of Double-Crossing Preferences

In the main text we use Assumptions 2 and 3 to specify double-crossing preferences. We

adopt these two assumptions because they are economically relevant for many applica-

tions, as shown by our examples. Nevertheless we do not rule out the possibility that

other variants of double-crossing preferences may also be relevant in some contexts. We

provide a brief discussion of these variations below.

Consider the following assumptions.

Assumption 2′. For any θ ′ > θ ′′, there exists a continuous function D(·;θ ′,θ ′′) : [θ ,θ]→
R+ such that

(a) if a < a0 ≤ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′), then

u(a, t,θ ′)≤ u(a0, t0,θ ′) =⇒ u(a, t,θ ′′)< u(a0, t0,θ ′′);
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(b) if a > a0 ≥ D(t0;θ ′,θ ′′), then

u(a, t,θ ′)≤ u(a0, t0,θ ′) =⇒ u(a, t,θ ′′)< u(a0, t0,θ ′′).

Assumption 3′. For any t, D(t;θ ′,θ ′′) is continuous and strictly increases in θ ′ and in θ ′′.

Assumption 2′ (A2′) states that the reverse single-crossing property holds to the left of

the dividing line (i.e., (a, t) ∈ RSC(θ ) if a < D(t;θ ,θ )) while the single-crossing property

holds to the right of it (i.e., (a, t) ∈ SC(θ ) if a > D(t;θ ,θ )). This is the opposite of

Assumption 2 (A2). Similarly, Assumption 3′ (A3′) is the opposite of Assumption 3 (A3).

Any combination of (A2) or (A2′) with (A3) or (A3′) would lead to a different specification

of double-crossing preferences; as such, there are four possible specifications.

For each of the four specifications, there are always one domain that is “well-behaved”

and the other that is “ill-behaved.” It is easy to check which domain is ill-behaved. Under

(A3), the dividing line is decreasing in type, which makes the RSC-domain ill-behaved

regardless of whether (A2) or (A2′) holds. Under (A3′), the dividing line is increasing, so

that the SC-domain is the one that is ill-behaved. In the main text, we define θ∗ as the

largest type such that (S(θ ), T (θ )) is not in the RSC-domain (i.e., S(θ ) ≤ D(T (θ );θ ,θ ))
for all θ ≤ θ ∗. We now extend this definition and let

θ∗ := sup{θ ′ : (S(θ ), T (θ )) is not in the ill-behaved domain for all θ ≤ θ ′}.

Similarly, let

θ∗∗ := inf{θ ′ : (S(θ ), T (θ )) is not in the ill-behaved domain for all θ ≥ θ ′}.

The choice of (A2) or (A2′) determines the direction in which we impose the pairwise

matching condition. Under (A2), the SC-domain is to the left of the dividing line and

higher types have more convex indifference curves, so the pairwise matching condition is

imposed for higher types; in this case, θ∗ is applicable. Under (A2′), the RSC-domain is to

the left of the dividing line and lower types have more convex indifference curves, so the

pairwise matching condition is imposed for lower types; in this case, θ∗∗ is applicable.

Our model assumes (A2) and (A3). In this specification, incentive compatibility is

potentially an issue for allocations in the RSC-domain. We use the pairwise matching

condition to ensure global incentive compatibility via Proposition 3. Note that an extended

version of the pairwise matching condition can now be stated as follows.
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Definition 5. An allocation satisfies condition (P) if for any θ ′ > θ∗, there exists θ ′′ < θ∗
such that (S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′)) = (S(θ ′), T (θ ′)) and m(S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′),θ ′′) = m(S(θ ′), T (θ ′),θ ′).

Proposition 3 shows that under (A2) and (A3), an allocation that satisfies local IC for

θ < θ∗ and the pairwise matching condition is incentive compatible. With the extended

definition of (P), this conclusion can be applied to the case under (A2) and (A3′) as well.

Proposition 4. Under Assumption (A2), an allocation that satisfies local IC and condition
(P) is incentive compatible.

Proof. The case under (A3) is already discussed in Proposition 3, so we focus on (A3′).

Because S(θ )≥ D(T (θ );θ ,θ ) for all θ ∈ [θ ,θ∗], local IC implies S(·) is weakly decreasing

on this interval. Here, we only show that incentive compatibility holds for any pair of types

on this interval; once this is established, the rest of the proof immediately follows from

the proof of Proposition 3.

Consider types θ1 < θ2 ≤ θ∗. By Assumption 3,

S(θ2)≥ D(T (θ2);θ2,θ2)> D(T (θ2);θ2,θ1). (14)

Assumption 2 requires that φθ2
(·) cannot cross D(·;θ2,θ1) to the right of S(θ2), so that the

single-crossing property holds along this indifference curve:

a > D(φθ2
(a);θ2,θ1) for a ≥ S(θ2). (15)

At any point on φθ2
(a) for a ≥ S(θ2), any lower type θ1 < θ2 always has a lower marginal

rate of substitution than type θ2.

We argue that any locally IC allocation must stay below φθ2
(a) for a ∈ [S(θ2), S(θ1)].

Suppose the opposite is true, and let T (θ ′′) > φθ2
(S(θ ′′)) with T (θ ) ≤ φθ2

(S(θ )) for

all θ ∈ [θ2,θ ′′). Local IC then implies that φθ ′′(a) reaches φθ2
(a) from below at some

a′′ ∈ (S(θ2), S(θ ′′)). But this is a contradiction, because by (15) type θ ′′ must have a lower

marginal rate of substitution at any point on φθ2
(·). This shows that T (θ1) ≤ φθ2

(S(θ1)),
and so type θ2 has no incentive to mimic type θ1. Similarly, any locally IC allocation must

stay below φθ1
(a) for a ∈ [S(θ2), S(θ1)]. Suppose the opposite is true, and let φθ1

(S(θ ))≥
T (θ ) for all θ ∈ [θ ′,θ1) with φθ1

(S(θ ′)) < T (θ ′). Local IC implies that φθ1
(·) reaches

φθ ′(·) from above at some a′ ∈ (S(θ ′), S(θ1)). But this is a contradiction, because by (15)

type θ1 must have a lower marginal rate of substitution at any point on φθ ′(·). This shows

that T (θ2)≤ φθ1
(S(θ2)), and so type θ1 has no incentive to mimic type θ2.
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Observe that for condition (P) to hold under (A2) and (A3′), θ∗ must be strictly greater

than θ , meaning that (S(θ ), T (θ )) ∈ RSC(θ ). In signaling models, if we assume (0,θ ) ∈
SC(θ ), then whenever the lowest type separates, condition (P) would have no bite under

(A2) and (A3′), and global incentive compatibility would become an issue. However, for

general mechanism design models, condition (P) may help play a role in ensuring incentive

compatibility.

When we maintain (A2′) instead of (A2), higher types have “less convex” indiffer-

ence curves than lower types on the dividing line. Condition (P) needs to be modi-

fied accordingly to ensure incentive compatibility. Recall that we define θ∗∗ := inf{θ ′ :

(S(θ ), T (θ )) is not in the ill-behaved domain for all θ > θ ′}.

Definition 6. An allocation satisfies condition (P′) if for any θ ′ < θ∗∗, there exists θ ′′ > θ∗∗
such that (S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′)) = (S(θ ′), T (θ ′)) and m(S(θ ′′), T (θ ′′),θ ′′) = m(S(θ ′), T (θ ′),θ ′).

We can now state an analogous result which applies when (A2′) holds. Because the

argument leading to the following result is very similar to that leading to Propositions 3

and 4, we only provide a brief proof here.

Proposition 5. Under Assumption (A2′), an allocation that satisfies local IC and condition
(P′) is incentive compatible.

Proof. Suppose (A3) holds. Local IC then implies global incentive compatibility for allo-

cations in the SC-domain (i.e., for any pair of types above θ∗∗). The proof of this claim

follows that for Proposition 3. This result, together with the modified pairwise matching

condition (P′), ensures that any type θ ′ ≥ θ∗∗ has no incentive to mimic any other type.

Moreover, under (A2′), for type θ ′′ < θ∗∗, condition (P′) implies that we can find θ ′ > θ∗∗
that is “matched to” type θ ′′, with the property that the indifference curve of the lower type

θ ′′ is “more convex” than that of type θ ′. Since incentive compatibility holds for type θ ′,

the greater convexity of indifference curve for type θ ′′ implies that incentive compatibility

holds for type θ ′′ as well.

Now suppose (A3′) holds. Local IC then implies global incentive compatibility for al-

locations in the RSC-domain (i.e., for any pair of types above θ∗∗). The proof of this claim

follows that for Proposition 4. This result, together with the modified pairwise matching

condition (P′), ensures any type θ ′ ≥ θ∗∗ has no incentive to mimic any other type. More-

over, under (A2′), for type θ ′′ < θ∗∗, condition (P′) implies that we can find θ ′ > θ∗∗ that

is “matched to” type θ ′′, with the property that the indifference curve of the lower type
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θ ′′ is “more convex” than that of type θ ′. Since incentive compatibility holds for type θ ′,

the greater convexity of indifference curve for type θ ′′ implies that incentive compatibility

holds for type θ ′′ as well.
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Supplemental Material: Discrete Types

(For editor’s and referees’ reference only; not for print/online publication)

Consider a discrete-type version of our model. The type space is (θ1, . . . ,θn0
), and the

corresponding distribution of types is ( f1, . . . , fn0
). For the ease of notation, we refer to type

θi simply as type i, and adopt the simplified notation D(t; j, k) to stand for the dividing

line for types j > k. Preferences satisfy Assumptions 1–3.

In the discrete-type case, each type may in principle randomize over different actions.

With abuse of notation, we use (S(i), T (i)) to denote the action-reputation pair for type

i, although S(·) and T (·) may no longer be single-valued functions. Let (Smax(·), Tmax(·))
and (Smin(·), Tmin(·)) be the largest and smallest elements of (S(·), T (·)). We say that S(·)
is quasi-concave if for any j < k < m, Smin(k)≥min{Smax( j), Smax(m)}.

Proposition S.1. In any equilibrium, S(·) is quasi-concave.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that min{Smax( j), Smax(m)} > Smin(k) for some j < k < m.

There are three possibilities: (a) Smax(m) > Smax( j) > Smin(k); (b) Smax( j) = Smax(m) >
Smin(k); or (c) Smax( j) > Smax(m) > Smin(k). Proposition 2 in the text already rules out

case (a) (that argument does not rely on continuity). So, consider case (b). Let (ap, tp)
represent the pooling action and the associated reputation chosen by types j and m in this

case. Let i′ = maxQ(ap) and i′′ = minQ(ap). Because types are discrete, actions slightly

below ap are off-path. By D1 and the quasi-convexity of m(ap, tp, ·), downward deviation

from ap is attributed to either type i′ or i′′. If ap > D(tp; i′, i′′), then the off-equilibrium

belief associated with downward deviation is i′. This cannot be an equilibrium, because

θi′ > tp. So we must have ap ≤ D(tp; i′, i′′) ≤ D(tp; m, i′′). But Smin(k) < ap implies

ap > D(tp; k, i′′). This means that D(tp; k, i′′) < ap ≤ D(tp; m, i′′), which contradicts the

monotonicity of D(tp; ·, i′′).

In case (c), costly signaling implies Tmax( j) > Tmax(m). Since j < m, either Q(Smax( j))
or Q(Smax(m)) (or both) must be a pooling set. Furthermore, if we let i′ =maxQ(Smax( j))
and i′′ =minQ(Smax(m)), we must have i′ > i′′. If i′ > k, then for types j < k < i′, we have

Smax( j)> Smin(k). This reduces to case (b) above. If i′ ≤ m, then for types i′′ < k < m, we

have Smax(m)> Smin(k). Again this reduces to case (b).

We modify the definition of SC-domain and say that (a, t) ∈ SCi if a ≤ D(t; i + 1, i).
Let i∗ be the smallest i such that (Smin(i), Tmin(i)) 6∈ SCi; if (Smin(i), Tmin(i)) 6∈ SCi, then
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(Smax(i), Tmax(i)) 6∈ SCi by definition. If i∗ does not exist, then all equilibrium allocations

are in the SC-domains of the respective types, and the model reduces to the standard set-

ting, with the least-cost separating equilibrium being the unique equilibrium under D1.

From here on, we assume that i∗ ≤ n0. Because S(·) is quasi-concave, incentive compati-

bility implies Smax(i)≤ Smin(i + 1) for i < i∗, and Smin(i)≥ Smax(i + 1) for i ≥ i∗.

With discrete types, exact equality of marginal rate of substitution between paired

types does not always hold. However a weaker version of the pairwise pooling condition

still holds. In the following, we adopt the convention that an “interval” of types {m, . . . , j}
stands for the non-empty set {i : m≤ i ≤ j}. We allow an interval of types to be a singleton,

if m = j. We also say that type i belongs to a pooling set if for every a ∈ S(i), there exists

j 6= i such that j ∈Q(a). Given the quasi-concavity characterization of S(·), every pooling

set is the union of two intervals.

Definition S.1. The weak pairwise pooling condition holds if the following two conditions
are satisfied:

1. For all i > i∗, each type i belongs to a pooling set.

2. If there is pooling at (ap, tp),

m(ap, tp, k)≥ m(ap, tp, j),

m(ap, tp, n)≤ m(ap, tp,max{m− 1,1});

where Q(ap) = {m, . . . , j} ∪ {k, . . . , n} with j ≤ i∗ < k.

Proposition S.2. In any equilibrium, (S(·), T (·)) satisfies the weak pairwise pooling condi-
tion.

Proof. Take any i > i∗. Suppose there is an action ap such that i, i∗ ∈ Q(ap), in which

case the action chosen by type i belongs to a pooling set by definition. The fact that the

marginal rate of substitution at (ap, tp) is higher for type k = i∗ + 1 than for type j = i∗

follows because (ap, tp) 6∈ SCi∗ . The fact that the marginal rate must be lower for type n
than for type m− 1 is explained below.

If m(ap, tp, n) ≤ m(ap, tp, m), this implies m(ap, tp, n) < m(ap, tp, m − 1) because the

marginal rate is quasi-convex in type. If m(ap, tp, n) > m(ap, tp, m), then downward devi-

ation from ap would be attributed to type n unless type m− 1 has even greater incentive

to deviate to actions below ap. Only if type m−1 is indifferent between his own allocation
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(S(m − 1), T (m − 1)) and (ap, tp), and if m(ap, tp, n) ≤ m(ap, tp, m − 1), would the off-

equilibrium belief be assigned to type m−1 rather than type n, preventing such deviation.

The remaining case is when type i chooses an action chosen that is strictly lower

than Smin(i∗). This requires that the corresponding reputation must also be lower than

Tmin(i∗), which implies that type i must pool with other types. The explanation for why

m(ap, tp, n) ≤ m(ap, tp, m − 1) is the same as in the previous paragraph. To see why

m(ap, tp, k) ≥ m(ap, tp, j), suppose the opposite is true. Then upward deviation from ap

would be attributed to type k. But θk must be strictly higher than T (i∗), because all types

choosing S(i∗) are lower than type k. For small positive ε, type i∗ would strictly prefer

to deviate from (S(i∗), T (i∗)) to (ap + ε,θk) because the signaling action is lower but the

reputation is higher, which contradicts incentive compatibility.
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